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Senators
sworn in
at first
meeting
By Tim Thornsberry
News editor ■
"I ... do hearby solemly swear to
uphold the constitution of Eastern
Kentucky University Student
Association and to perform the
duties of student senator to the best
of my ability."
Those were words were spoken in
unison by 48 newly-elected senators
as they were sworn in by Carl
Kreroer. president of the Student
Association at the first official
meeting of the Student Senate
Tuesday.
The swearing in of the senators
came after each committee chairperson, who Kremer called "the core of
the Student Senate," presented a
brief description of the function and
-goals
of
their
respective
committees.
mmmmtm
One of the items on the senate's
agenda was the consideration of the
allocation of $285 to be used by the
university's delegation to the Kentucky
Intercollegiate
State
Legislature (KISL).
The allocation, which was approved by the senate1, is to be used
for the delegation's entrance fee into KISL.
KISL is a mock legislative body
comprised of students from different colleges around the state and.
according to Neil Dimond. vice
president of Student Association, it
is mainly "an avenue for students
to express their ideas."
However, Dimond said that the
proposals produced by KISL are
submitted to the state for consideration and "usually about 30 percent
of them are approved."
Nancy Oeswein, chairperson of
the public relations committee said
in her report that the Student
Association's Fall Festival was a
"complete success." She reported
that over $800 was raised by the
festival and that all the proceeds
were going to The Telford Community Center.
Scott Robertson, chairperson for
the ad hoc committee on voter
registration..reported that the campaign netted 550 new voters.
While that figure is down from the
anticipated figure of 2.000 voters.
Robertson said "it was pretty
good."
Also during the meeting. Student
Association's judicial board , who.
according to Kremer. are "the experts on the university's constitution, "were nominated and eventually approved by the senate.
The Student Senate's first
meeting mainly focused on acquainting the newly-elected
senators with the functions of the
organization. But. all cabinet
members expressed their enthusiasm for the new senators and
projected a good year.
As Joe Kappes, chairperson of the
committee on academic affairs put
it: "I think we'll be able to shake the
foundations of the university."
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University pays $65,000

Settlement
reached on
salary suit

Photo by Rob Mh-ada

Mirror, mirror...

Frank Hisel from Nicholas ville constructs a mirror at last Thursday'» Fall Festival, sponsored by the Student
Association. Hisel has been making mirrors for six yean and this was his fifth year at the festival.

Office aids students in
planning curriculum
By Cathy Wyatt
for Community College Programs
exists to "assist in the development,
Staff writer
The 1966 legislation that gave coordination and promotion of high
Eastern its university status, also quality instruction in a variety of
gave it and the other regional technical.
business.
semiuniversities the authority to offer professional and service-oriented
associate degrees.
professions below the baccalaureate
At Eastern, these programs, level."
The second function of the office
formerly called the Richmond Community College, were incorporated is to acquaint students with the prointo the existing curricula.
grams which offer degrees below the
Now called the Office for Com- baccalaureate level.
munity College Programs, it has
"Eastern's curricula is developed
four functions.
on a 'career ladder' baas." said Dr.
According to the university's jack Luy. dean of the Office for
Undergraduate Bulletin, the Office Community College Programs.

By Shanda Pulliam
Editor
As the result of an out-of-court
settlement, a total of $65,000 in
back pay must be allocated by the
university to an undisclosed number
of women professors.
The settlement stemmed from the
1976 suit filed against Eastern for
alleged violations of the Equal Pay
Act.
Civil Action Suit 76-15 was filed
Jan. 26. 1976 by the U.S. Department of Labor on the grounds that
the university failed to pay equal
wages to women faculty members in
comparison to men faculty members
of the same rank during the years
1972-73.
The suit named five colleges Arts and Humanities. Natural and
Mathematical Sciences. Social and
Behavorial Sciences, Business and
Education - which allegedly
violated the Equal Pay Act.
On Sept. 17. 1979, the case was
turned over to the Equal Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which then
handled it through its duration.
According to the Consent Degree
on the case, filed July 22. 1982 in
U.S. District Court in Lexington,
the university was given 14 days
from the entry of the Consent
Degree to begin measures to compensate the faculty members.
The Consent Degree did not include the names of the female faculty members who will receive back
pay. nor did it reveal the number of
teachers involved.
Dr. Doug Whitlock. executive
assistant to university President
Dr. J.C. Powell, said one of the
agreements between the university
and the EEOC was that neither party would "voluntarily publicize the
case beyond the Consent Degree."
Contacted at the EEOC office in
Memphis. Carol H. Daniel, the
senior trial attorney who helped
handle the case for EEOC. said she
is "not at liberty to discuss the
details of the case."
According to the decree, "Said
sums will be distributed in amounts
and to persons designated by the
EEOC and in accordance with the

agreement executed."
A letter from the EEOC office
which notified a faculty member involved in the case of the settlement
figure she would receive, explained
that the amount "doesn't represent
the total amount of back wages to
which you might have been entitled
had we proceeded to
trial...However, any settlement
represents a compromise by both
aides. In this case, the amount of the
settlement represents better than
fifty percent of our best estimate of
the total worth of the case."
An April 29 Progress article
quoted Larry Brown, supervisory
trial attorney for the EEOC: "The
Department of Labor, or their successor, files the suit on behalf of individuals who we think have been
discriminated against.
"The individuals themselves
(university faculty members) did not
file the suit; we filed the suit."
Whitlock said the university consented to a settlement "to avoid the
financial burden of further litigation. We thought it would be more
economical to settle with no admission of guilt rather than go to court
and win."
The Consent Decree establishes
that the settlement "shall in no way
be construed as an admission bv
defendents of any violation of the
EPA or any other law. rule, or
regulation dealing with <r in connection with equal employment
opportunity."
According to a document in the
case records, Charles Meyer, a compliance officer of the U.S. Department of Labor delivered a report to
(See CONSENT. Page 12)
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Courses taken toward an associate
degree can also be counted toward
a baccalaureate degree and eventually toward a master's degree, he
said.
The office's third function is to act
as a liason between the university
and the state and regional junior
community colleges.
Twice each year, during the
spring and fall semesters. Luy said
he travels to the different schools in
the state with a representative from
the university's admissions office.
The two work with the students nnd
(See PROGRAMS. Page 10)

Means for well-rounded education

Co-op offers work experience
By Shanda Pulliam
Editor
Like every office, Jones 417, the
home of cooperative education, contains quite a collection of files and
records. But there's one file cabinet
that Ken Noah, director of co-op. is
especially proud of.
"I've got about four droors out
there full of tremendously fine comments from about 1.300 employers
praising our students to high
heaven," Noah said. "The students
are very productive. (They) prove
the co-op program to be most successful for the employers.
Cooperative education is a means
by which students can obtain proactical experience through on the
job training.
Since its inception in 1975. the
university's co-op program has
placed about 3.300 students in outside employment and Noah says the
program is continuing to grow.
"Cooperative education is one of
the ways in which we attempt to
equip students to cope with the profession for which they are seeking

education," said university President Dr. J.C. Powell. "It is an excellent device for combining
theoretical application and practical
experience.
"Co-op is important as one of the
means for providing what we hope
is a well-rounded education."
"The philosophy of coop meshes
well with the philosophy of this institution." Noah said. 'This university is a career-oriented university
and that's what co-op is."
Cooperative education was first
offered at the university by the College of Applied Arts and
Technology.
Noah was the state coordinator
for co-op when his Frankfort office
received a request for support for
Eastern's College of AA&T. Noah
recemmended that EKU be funded
to initiate a program.
Noah said after Eastern was funded, he was contacted by university
officials and asked to apply for the
position of coordinator of co-op in
the College of AA&T.
Noah was eventually offered the
j

job. he accepted it and 14 months
later, in the spring of 1975, the first
EKU student was placed on co-op.
"My job was to try to inform the
colleges on campus about co-op
education," Noah recalled. "Later,
after I got acquainted, a steering
committee was organized to draw
up the guidelines and operational
procedures for co-op education."
That first semester, nine AA&T
students received co-op credit. In
the fall of 1975, after the university received a federal administrative
grant, other colleges on campus
became involved in co-op.
The university offers two avenues
by which a student can receive coop credit - alternating and parallel.
A student under an alternating
program works a ful eight-hour
day. Noah said these students can
earn six to eight hours of credit.
A student who desires to carry a
class load along with an outside job
can earn credit under the parallel
program, which requires a 15 to
20-hour work week.

To be eligible for co-op. a student
must have completed 30 hours on
campus with a 2.0 grade point
average, and must have approval
from his or her faculty adviser.
But Noah recommeded that
st uden i s apply early in order to be
assured of ideal placement. "Any
freshman can apply." said Noah.
"If they apply early enough,
students can be placed in summer
jobs in their hometowns The more
lead time we have, the greater
chance we have of getting a better
job for the student."
Noah said the university's co-op
program is successful because it
"has a central administration with
a decentralized academic faculty to
support it."
"Everything academic is left in
the academic community and the
adminstrative tasks remain with the
central administrative office." Noah
continued. "You can't keep within
the co-op office the total administration of the program -- you absolutely must have the support of the
(See COOP. Back Page)
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Barbie Vitatoe. a member of the Chi Omega sorority, douses David White
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon with a bucket of water during the SAE County
Fair held at Palmer Field last week.
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EKU becomes model

Co-op could be
drawing point
for university
It is gratifying that the university's
cooperative education program ia being supported by the U.S. Office of
Education as a model for other universities interested in adding co-op to
their curriculums.
Eastern's co-op program has progressed immensely since nine students
started it off seven years ago in the
College of Applied Arts and
Technology.
Today the number of co-op students
surpasses 700, and with the revamped
program and' boosted budget, the
deans of the collages are projecting the
number to exceed 1.900 in three years.
That is a big order, but with the support of the students, the faculty and
the administration, it can become a
reality.
Co-op offers the student practical experience, ararlernic credit and a pay
check all rolled into one. This is a deal
students should utilize - and one the
faculty must promote.
And unHfe co-op programs at many
other institutions. Eastern's is optional, which contributes to its
strength because only students who
sincerely want to work wil apply for
co-op.
Furthermore, even with an optional
program. Eastern has managed to
stimulate enough aturisnt ptrtsatossaaw

to merit the
attention

program

national

With tuition costs skyrocketing and
student aid plummeting, cooperative
education could become an extremely
important means for students to help
finance their education.
And finding a more efficient, successful co-op program than the one
right hare would be difficult to do.
Eastern has a dedicated director in
Ken Noah, and all college deans and
departmental chairpersons, along with
22 faculty coordinators supporting bis
efforts.
And this year, five new administrative positions will be established withing the co-op office. That only
means more individual attention to
students.
Although students aren t eligible for
co-op credit until they have completed
30 hours on campus, they must get involved in the orientation programs
early.
The university's co-op program has
definite potential of being a major
drawing point for students considering
Eastern as their college choice.
But in order to establish that reputation, a joint effort of enthusiasm and
support is pertinent from the students,
the faculty and the administration.

Leave the silks
in the drawers
Children will be children.
The recent rash of silk raids has proven that some college students have
not quite outgrown their formative

Fun is fun and we all know how important it is to 1st loose and be crazy
now and than. But the line must be
drawn somewhere as those innocent
pranks become unnecessary hazards.
During one of last week's silk pursuits, a Case Hall resident assistant
was burned with hot water thrown
from an upstairs window as she tried
to disasseniila the raiders.
True, she was not severely burned,
but she certainly could have been.
Sherri Raturin, Case Hall dorm direc-

Yen Tom

tor, said the RAs usually "try to make
the girls get in from out of the windows
and stop yelling out there and egging
them on."
Obvious*/ the residents who play the
game from inside the dorm are just as
immature as the raiders. When the
chants "We want auks." or "We want
jocks" are heard from outside, persons
inside saweaw) ignore them.
Granted, the raids are not meant to
cause harm to anyone, but it is not inconceivable for tbnm to get out of hand
and cause an injury like the one last
weak.
So why not leave the silks and the
jocks in the drawers where they belong
and put an and to this senseless, potentially dangerous childishness?

In other words

Enrolled students
deserve top priority

I think it's time the Student Financial
Aid Office and theBflangs and Collections
Office got together.
The Financial Aid Office tokl me I could
defer payment on my books and my rent
(since I was living in Brockton) until my
GSL went through.
I went to Billings and Collections to do
just that and they toktsae they do not make
defarrmeats on the bams of a loan. They
told me 1 would have to get the money from
my family.
I found this slightly ironic sine* the
Financial Aid Office had me sign and have
notarized an I ndepeoden t fltatanieHt saying my parents would net help me
financially.
It to also my understanding that there are
750 students who now have GSL applications waiting in the Financial Aid Office to
be prnceaaud and they will continue to be
held until after that office completes a
recruiting exercise ordered by Preaklant
Powel.
•In other words, these applications will
not be fully processed through the bank and
the students able to pay deferred tuition
coats by Nov. 1. This means each student

Life in Academia
Dallas Goodan

The diversity of a university's student
population ia one of iu biggest advantaga*
Of course, that depends on your point of
view. There are literally thousands of us
running around loose on campus, all from
backgrounds so foreign as to seam we were
delegates from seme Bedouin sheikdom
However, we do have one thing in common - we've all come to this Mecca of
higher learning to live together and learn.
And learn ws da How to apply ourselves
in our studies and. also, how to live in harmony with one another.
Did you hear trumpets? "In harmony,"
huh? Try to keep thst in mind when you're
living next door to a Piltdown Man who's
in the nasty habit of leaving the remains
of his mastodon TV dinner out in the hall.
But. let us not digress from the topic at
hand.
College life is s far cry from high school.
So, it will take some adjusting to.
Remember how you used to be able to
bold your classmates at an arm's length?
Well, you can forget that notion. You will
become intimately familiar with those
around you, including the Magyars down
the hall And, for some of us, it just doesn't
come naturally.
This transition isn't easy to make, but it
can be accomplished if you know your
"enemy."
While it is impossible to categorize the entire range of student pareonanties. (there
are some to whom the term 'personality'
does not readUy apply), there are a few basic
groups that can be identified The four beak
groups of personsUties that aomprise the
student body are the "freshman," the "partier," the prepster " and the "ntellactual."
Probably the least worrisome type, unless
you happen to be a school administrator.
is the "freshman "
This is the first time he's been swsy from
home and had to take care of himself
You've probably seen ban scurrying from
building to building armed with a campus
map in one hand and a schedule in the

To ell casual observers, be would surely
seem to be quite harmless. But, beneath all
of the obvious confusions bee a smudgedfaeed little twerp who's amazed and
delighted about his new-found "adult"
He thinks he's putting something over on
everybody although he's not quite sure
what it is. ThU in itself isn't all bed. it's just
that this i* the type who's idea of fun ia
blowing up toilets with cherry bombs and
stopping up water fountains with his gum
While it's a bit of a drag waduig into the
bathroom to use the facilities, it's s little
more than an inconvenience compared to
what the "partier" will provide yon with.
You're certain to have one within blaring
stereo range of you. These guys are here
completing their exhaustive thesis in mixology and are they'ever dedicated.
They are almost certain to be up late stu
dying amidst the booming drum beats and
the syncopated glare of a half dozen strobe
hghta
You've been exposed to them if the clink
ing of empty bottles seems almost musical
to you. I know I have because I can never
concentrate on studying unta I turn my
stereo up good and loud.
After a dose of these two types, you will
probably disassociate yourself from them
completely at order to seek out some normal companions. And, not knowing any
better, you'd probably go on physical appearance as a guide.
That seems to be s common fallacy
around here. (Don't forget those hairy in
tellertuals need love, too.)
Anyway about k. those you would probably settle for would be the "prepsters."
Note that "prepsters" is in the plural form
because they always seem to travel in
packs.
They include, but aren't strictly limited
to, the fret rats and sorority bunches. You'll
sea so many alligators, you 11 think you're
in a Florida wildlife preserve.
You'll have your hand shaken until it'a
numb, always accompanied with a hearty

"How the hell are ys?" and your ears
deafened by the shrill cries and pipings of
all the sisters.
The whole experience could prove aa
equally exasperating as the others. I mean,
could you really have a serious conversation
with Moon Zappa? No waaaasy!
By now, you're totally disheartened.
There isn't anybody else like you on this
earth. That just goes to show you that you
should have brought your old friends with
you. That's the only wsy to be sure of acceptable company.
Failing to have done this, where do you
go now? To whom do you turn?
Try that skinny guy there, the one that's
hopelessly out of style and needs s haircut
Oops, sorry, that one's an intellectual
I don't suppose sn impassioned tirade on
the relative value of Elizabethan
agricultural instruments to the new generation of computer designed software
modules would interest you? No? Not to
fear though Them are plenty mom where
those came from.
Diversity-it's both boon and curse when
applied to the student body.
That means don't give up the ship. Even
if you don't fit into one of the four groups
mentioned earlier, you Tl eventually find one
which you do fit Or. you can just start your
own category based on your particular
brand of deviation or perversion...or
whatever eke you get in to. Then you can
annoy other nice people just as much ss
they do you.
Doesn't that sound exciting? I bet you
can't wait to get started.
F^ker-seeta:Any ■talari, firsstjannili
er staff sesaaV
a Yaw Tie mikes to I
torn hi typed. I.shli ■ i
Wafleee 348 wist Friday bsfost
JaajTsaaaaayewblcartsa The*
deride which articles will be

will then be assessed s late charge hi the
amount of »60. (What a fund raiser! That
amounta to M7.500.) Plus, those students
will not be able to ptwrsgister.
It ia my opinion if the university would
put first those students enrolled now, leas
recruiting aserrieas would be needed.
PAM FRENCH

Thanks to faculty,
staff for session
Dr Harold Richardson and I wish to
thank the faculty and staff for their support
of the au tographaig session for his Jesse
Stuart book
I would also like to thank the many local
friends who came in to -""ar "fillet* Dr.
Richardson.
Thanks for helping make this the most
successful autographing session the
University Store has miisi lamed
RODGER MEADE
Director. Uasver-ty Store

Float committee
challenges residents

to justify my past actions for they were
done in utter confusion, but please be
assured that I am cognizant of the past
reasons that brought me to these halowed
walls.
It would be weak to give up and someday I will defeat this monstrosity.
A snort resume of myself:
NAME: BILLY-JOE GATES
AGE: 26
EYES: HAZEL
HAIR: BLOND
WEIGHT: 160 LBS.
HEIGHT: 610"
I am of Irish and Indian deacent and I am
Frankly, I would like to correspond with
someone. My letters wil be of a friendly
nature for I seek only friendship from people outside these gray walls.
BILL GATES
Bo»B-382W
.Aito,

-Letters
welcome

We the members of the Keene and Combs
Hall Float Committee would like to
challenge all of the residents of Keene end
Combs halls to come out today and tomorrow to help finish construction of the
Keene-Combs Homecoming Float.
I twill beat the tobacco warehouse off of
East Walnut and Third streets. We would
appreciate all of Keens and Combe halls'
support.

Letters to the Editor are welcome
on any subject. They should be
typed, contain fewer than 400 words
and include the writer's name,
signature, address and telephone
number.

KATHY CLARK
ssahsHsn
DAVmGOEING
Hall

Letters shoud be delivered to the
Pmgrtst office in Wallace 348 by 4
p.m. on the Monday before Thursday
publication.

Vice

Prisoner requests
correspondence
Firstly; I am a convict in the Arizona
State Prison at Florence, Adz.
To explain my situation would be very
difficult to do at this time. I shall not try

The Progress reserves the right to
limit the length of letters by deleting
sections.
The number or address of the
author wil not be published unless
requested. Letters without a
signature or under a false name will
not be published

Tt&BmnrrnPnigMaaHmmcntberattheAMmKia»c<%CoBegkmtePnmA*moctmHon. the Columbia Scholastic Press Association and the Kentucky InlcrcoWcatalc
Press Association.
The PTO&CM is published every Thursday during the regular school year, wkh
the exrcpeon of vacaeon and examination periods, at Casltin Kentucky University as s laboratory publication of the Department of Mass Communications.
Optiwonse»nrcsst dherertn are those of student edkoraor other sfawaed writers
and do not necessarly represent the views of the university.
Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to the General
Manager/Adviser Marilyn Bailey, p.o. Box 27A. IIastern Kentucky Uraveraltv or
e23-MB0.
"■-cm Kentucky uiiversMy Is an equal opportunity, affirmaive action
employer. Any complaint arising by reason of alleged discrimination should be
directed in writing to Dr. Rebecca Broaddus. Affirmative Action Office. MHUon
House, or can 622125a.
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Drunken motorists strike on campus
By Jackie Brown
Staff writer
The issue of drunken driving has
received widespread attention in the
past few years. As s result,
countless people have recognized it
as a national problem and have
organised an attempt to solve it.
However there has been little
discussion of drunken driving as it
relates to Eastern and the city of
Richmond. Do the university and
the city have a problem with
drunken driving?
Chief Walker Howell. Richmond's
chief of police, feels that drunken
drivers do not present s problem in
Richmond. According to Howell,
there are a lot of drunken drivers in
Richmond, but there are more in
other areas such ss Lexington.
Captain James Perry of the Kentucky State Police said that
although drunken driving is s problem in the state as well ss the na
tion, it is not a problem here.
"There is nothing unique about
Eastern or Richmond." said Perry.
"It is not accurate to say there's s
problem here because we hsve no
more drunken drivers than other
towns of 26,000."
According to the "Universal
Crime Reports" released annually
by the Kentucky Department of
Justice, law enforcement officers in
Madison County arrested the fourth
highest number of drunken drivers
in the state in 1979 and 1980. Only
Jefferson, Warren and Kenton counties had a higher number of arrests.
In 1979 there were 1,110 arrests
made for driving while intoxicated
in Madison County. That same year.
Fayette County had only 625 arrests. Other surrounding counties
made even fewer arrests. For instance, there were only 87 arrests in
Garrard County, 214 in Jessamine
County and 247 in Boyle County.

According to Perry, state
troopers made 76 arrests for
drunken driving during September
in the 11-county district covered by
the state police post in Richmond.
Eighteen of the total 76 persons arrested were apprehended in
Madison County. This constitutes
approximately one-fourth of the
total for the entire district.
Although Perry admitted there
was a substantial number of arrests
in Madison County, he maintained
that students were not the majority. "In my experience, the fact that
Richmond is a college town has no
influence on the numbs of drunken
drivers," said Perry.
On the other hand, Tom Lindquist, director of public safety, feels
there is a definite problem with
drunken driving in this area. "There
is a problem in any area where
alcoholic beverages are easily
available, and Richmond is such an
area," said Lindquist. "People do
consume alcohol and drive through
campus."
Wynn Walker, assistant director
of public safety, agrees that there is
a problem. Walker said that alcohol
is a major drug problem in the nation and here on campus.
Public safety made 208 arrests for
drunken driving during the period
from Sept. 1. 1981 to May 15. 1982.
with an average of 25 to 30 arrests
each month. Walker feels these
figures are "shocking."
According to Paul Bunch, director of public safety at Western Kentucky University, only 33 persons
were arrested for drunken driving at
that campus from July 1, 1981 to
June 30,1982. In August they made
only five arrests, and in September
there were nine. These figures do
not show a breakdown of arrests for
students and non-students, but according to Bunch, there were few

**•photo

One too many

This accident occurred when an 18-year-old student drove the wrong way through Ellendale parking lot and crashed
into Alumni Coliseum. The accident happened Jan. 23, 1961 and the student was charged with public intoxication.
non-students arrested.
According to Walker, there are
not enough patrolmen on campus to
arrest all the drunken drivers. There
are anywhere from four to eight officers on patrol each night. When
public safety anticipates a problem.
such as on a busy Thursday night,
more officers are scheduled for

patrol. This is especially true for the
hours between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m.
when most of the arrests are made.
Not all drunken drivers arrested
are students, according to Walker.
"One-third to one-half of those arrested are non-students," he said.
The fact that so many of those arrested are simply driving through

campus emphasizes the problem exists not only at the university, but
also in Richmond and nearby
communities
An encouraging aspect of this
situation is that there is a program
at the university to combat the problem. The program. Alcohol Driver
Education (ADE), was developed by

the Kentucky Department of
Transportation and is controlled by
the state.
A first-time offender is given a
choice by the judge to either enroll
in the program, thereby retaining
his license or not to enroll and have
his license revoked.
If an offender enrolls in the program, the arrest is cleared from his
driving, record after five years as
long as he is not arrested again during that time.
The program, which is scheduled
over three nights for a total of nine
hours, is designed to prevent future
drunken driving offenses and to
educate the participants about the
effects of alcohol, the myths surrounding its use and controlling the
amount the person consumes.
There are usually two classes held
each month with an average of 30
students in each class. When the
course has been completed, students
are allowed to evaluate it. According
to Ray Ochs, an instructor in traffic safety who teaches the course,
the students have reviewed the
course favorably and have also
praised it for teaching them what
they did not know concerning
alcohol.
Ochs feels there is an overall problem with drunken driving in this
area, including the county, city and
university. Ochs said the problem
centers around the fact that most
people think they will not be caught
driving under the influence of
alcohol. "They think they're OK.
but they're really not because their
judgement is off." he said.
In order to combat the problem,
Ochs said that students should
organize to promote sensible drinking among their peers and to explain
the affects of alcohol on the body.
"If they knew the facts, then maybe
they could make the responsible
decision not to drive," said Ochs.

Archives
recount

Dairy gives training

history

By Sara Sheets
Guest writer
A strange and not too pleasant
odor emanates from the building
situated behind fire station number
three, and the enormous amount of
flies buzzing around is not easily
missed.

By Susan Miller
Staff writer
Tucked sway in the basement of
the Cammack building, sharing
space with laboratory animals, is a
repository of information, that
students st the university often
overlook.
Here, students can find the
University Archives, a storage
center of historical documents, not
only for Eastern, but for Richmond,
Madison County and even the state.
Although at one time these
documents were largely institutional, with the arrival of archivist,
Charles Hay in 1976, the emphasis
turned in another direction.
"We emphasize very strongly the
historicainess of the records," said
Hay. This includes documents on
local families and events st EKU. as
well as records on well-known
political figures. The Archives contain the personal papers of former
Governor Keen Johnson and former
EKU President Robert Martin, as
well ss letters written by Abraham
Lincoln and John F. Kennedy.
Hay feels thst it is important for
the university to maintain a
historical interest in the community. The collection of non-university
manuscripts can "add greatly to the
history of Eastern and to the
overall quality of instruction and
research in the institution," he said.
For Hay, improving the instruction at Eastern is one of his major
goals as the university's keeper of
records. "We are very strongly committed to helping improve the instruction at Eastern." said Hay. He
sees the Archives as a lab for
students, sanilar to a biology or
chemistry lab. In the Archives,
students can find vast amounts of
information for research work, he
said.
More importantly, Hay feels that
the Archives gives students the
chance to do true reaerch. Although
guides can lead students to collections of information, it is up to the
stodent to find what be or she is
looking for.
1 liken it to a treasure hunt." said

Yet this place - which on first
glance, or smell -- might seem offensive, is actually the home of one of
the state's most productive dairy
operations and the training ground
for many university agriculture
students.
The Stateland Dairy Center is the
place where "students interested in
agriculture -get the practical experience of working on a farm.'' said
the Dairy Herd manager Dale
Rothwell.

Photo by Rob Miracle

diaries Hay examines documents
Hay. "Students are able to dig
through original source materialdiaries, letters, minutes of meetings-in search of the information they
desire."
A Miami, Florida native. Hay is
impressed with Kentucky's interest
in her own histiry. But this is not
what brought Hay to Kentucky. He
came to the University of Kentucky
as a graduate student in history
because he was offered a graduate
assistants hip.
While working on his degree, Hay
was asked to organize the personal
papers of former U.S Supreme
Court Justice. Fred Vinson. This job
brought him into contact with "letter after letter" from such people as
Justice William O. Douglas and
President Franklin Roosevelt. They
were latters that "talked about
momentus issues of the day," said
Hay. "To a historian, this was
marvelous.
".
Hay continued to work on other
projects such as the papers of John
Sherman Cooper and A.B "Happy"
Chandler and was offered the position of university archivist in 1976.
Since he has been at Eastern, Hay
has worked to bring the Archives
and its wealth of history to the

students. He said they need not be
interested in doing research to use
the Archives, but could browse
through ol:d year books and
catalogues which date back to
EKU's origins.
Students can also view old films
of the university's sporting events,
as well as sift through past records
of the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association.
Hay's interest in history is present in his personal as well as his
professional life. His wife Melbe.
also a historian, is presently
associate editor of the Henry Clay
Papers at UK.
When he and his wife visited
California on their vacation in
September, one of the highlights of
their trip was viewing the Mark
Twain Papers at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Hay said he hopes to see more and
more students take advantage of
the Archives. "I want to be so busy
that I don't hhave time to process
collections." he said.
Students can find the Archives in
room 26 of the Cammack building.
It is open daily from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

The 127 acre farm, located across
the Eastern By Pass from Hanger
Field, is the home for 111 head of
cattle. It is also the workplace for
13 Eastern students.
"Farming is hard work.' said
Rothwell. "Often, students come
here who are interested in
" agriculture, but have never been on
a farm. They find out it's not as easy
as it looks"
Students who are on the university's work-study program work at
the dairy on an average of 9 to 11
hours per week for minimum wage.
Others may work through a department for institutional pay. which is
82.65 an hour.
Since the state has been forced to
cut back on the amount of funds
allocated for grants and financial aid
programs, the work force at the
center has been reduced. Despite
having fewer student workers, said
, Rothwell. those who have remained
have been able to keep the farm
operating.
Milking the animals is one of the
most important chores a student
must leam while working at the
farm. Rothwell said. If a student is
not participating in the daily milking, he may be doing field work,
scraping the lot or feeding the
calves.
While each calf is bottle-fed to prevent disease, the mature cows are
I milked by machine twice daily. The

Courses reach southeast counties
;

By Maryleigh Hayden
Staff writer
Extension programs are offered
by! the university in 22 counties
sohtheast of Richmond for people
wtyo cannot attend classes on campus, but who wish to expand their
education.
Xhe classes are "very much the
safne as evening classes," said Dr.
Kan Tunnel, dean of continuing
education. Classes are taught as
thfcy are on campus, but they "have
to;be adapted to the environment,"
he said.
This year the program has 31
graduate courses to choose from,
m$et of which are in the College of

Education. There are alao 46
undergraduate couriea that are offered in various subjects covering
many departments.
In 1976, Tunnell said, the council
on higher education restricted the
size of Eastern's service region.
Before that time, the programs extended across the state. "The program is not as big," said Tunnell.
, "Many people are taking a class
for their own improvement," said
Tunnell. "Their place of employment might wish them to improve
their skills." Tunnell said that many
of the people who take extension
courses are employed full time.
Extension programs are present-

ly being taught at the Whirlpool
Corp. in Danville. Tunnell said.
Some extension program students
are working toward degrees." explained Tunnell. "It isn't likely or
planned that a person can get a college degree through the extension
program. The quality wouldn't be
the same."
Tunnell said that the extension
programs do not have the same
facilities, such as labs, that classes
on campus do.
Tunnell said that there was once
a group of women who talked to the
university about scheduling extension programs in their community.
The women worked full time, and

when the classes became available,
they attended them also Later they
quit their jobs and became full-time
students at the university. Tunnell
said that some of those women are
nearing graduation.
According to Tunnell. there are no
distinctions make between extension courses and campus courses.
The fee for an undergraduate extension class costs the student $30
per semester and graduate level
courses cost S44.
Anyone interested in learning
more about the extension programs
offered by the university is encouraged to contact the office for
continuing education. Perkins 202.
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Milking time at Stateland Dairy Center
milk is put into a holding tank, then
sold to Dairymen. Inc. Every other
day the milk is picked up and taken
to London where it is processed.
Hot h well is proud of the fact that
the dairy is so productive. He said
that Stateland is the 11th ranked
milk producing operation in the
state. "I "ve been here four and a half
years and we've always made a profit." said Rothwell.
Because the dairy is a part of the
university, it is funded by the state
from the yearly budget. The money
that is allotted for its operation, is
used for such things as buying feed,
making repairs and hiring casual
labor. Money made from the sale of
the milk reverts back to the state.
All 111 cows in the herd can be
traced back to five cows that the

university acquired in the 1920s.
This is made possible by the careful
record-keeping system used by the
dairy. "We have the oldest system
of records in the state." said
Rothwell.
Rothwell said that al of the cows
at Stateland are artificially bred. By
doing this, cows can be matched to
their mates according to their
characteristics. The use of this
method over a period of generations
has shown an increase in the milk
production, said Rothwell.
The Stateland Dairy was started
in 1912. and has seen two previous
homes before being moved to its
present location in 1960. It is open
365 days a year, and visitors are
welcome to tour the facility at any
time during the day.

Diet tips offered
By Debbie la
Guest writer

"Thin is in" today and some people will do almost anything to lose
weight quickly. They go from starvation diets, to diet pills, to fasting
in their search for a thinner body.
Elizabeth Oligee. a masters
degree candidate in nutrition, contends however, that "dieting isn't
starvation, it's moderation."
The dieting person should
put more emphasis on the breakfast
meal, said Oligee. By eating most of
the calories for the day at breakfast,
a person has more time in which to
burn them off. Oligee said that a
person should "breakfast like s
king, lunch like a prince and dinner
like a pauper."
Oligee said that losing weight can
be accomplished safely and effectively if some basic tips are kept in
mind.

She said the dieter should be
aware of the amount of calories in
foods. If an individual takes in less
calories than he expends, weight
loss will occur.
Reduction of fat consumption will
combat weight gain. By eating less
foods with high concentrations of
fat, such as butter, margarine and
meat, a person will be more effective
in losing unwanted weight.
Dieters can also fight the "battle
of the bulge" by reducing the
amount of sugar and sugar products
they est.
Oligee said that an important tip
to remember when dieting is to eat
smaller portions and to eat them
slower. The dieter should always,
watch snacking between meals.
Dieters should have concern for
their health by following a slow rate
of reduction, said Oligee. Losing two
pounds a week is sufficient.
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Design;
not just
a game

Club experiences French
culture via native cuisine
By Belinda Ward

By Andre. Crider
Staff writer
The American Society of Interior
Designers (ASID) is a club for third,
fourth and fifth year design majors
who are interested in becoming professional designers.
The club orginated 12 years ego to
promote interior designing as a profession and is affliated with profen
sionals all over the United States
and Canada, according to president
Jean Strait.
"Many people don't consider interior designers as professionals.
We work to enlarge the students'
understandng of this," she said.
The club sponsors professional
speakers from around the area to inform students about the design
business world. "We want the professional to help educate and
prepare us in addtion to our
class work," she said.
At their meeting on Sept. 28,
Doug and Susan Tommie. designers
from Lexington lectured on "An
Overview of Residential and Commerical Design." They also spoke
about the preparation and taking of
the NC1DQ, a test designers have
to take to reccieve a professional
rating.
ASID also sponsors other activities. "Most of our moneymaking
projects are held to send the president to the national convesntion
during the summer." she added.
The society is now selling cream
colored tote bags, which can either
be self-designed or designed by a
mlember of the club for S4.

Money please?
Lenny Starr, a university student, auctioned off items for men and
women's interdorms during last Thursday's Student Association Fall
Festival. All proceeds from the auction went to the United Way.

Barristers Club: a step
towards a career in law
By DOB Lowe
Staff writer
Enrollment of the Barristers Prelaw Club has increased 50 percent
this year, according to President
John Rogers.
The rise in membership is due to
the increasing importance of the
club.
One of the many functions of the
group is to provide legal students or
anyone interested in law with the
opportunity to meet and discuss
related topics with persons that are
already established in the field.
According to Rogers, more
publicity and an increase in activities will help the pre-law club
progress into a solid instsitution

that will help students a great deal
"It's a really invaluable tool for
students who are planning to go to
law school." he added.
Many field trips are planned tor
the fall semester, said Rogers. One
is a trip to the University of
Louisville Law School on Oct. 8. The
purpose of the trip is to give
students an overview of the school
and allow them to talk with
students already in the program.
In addition to field trips, the prelaw club has several campus events
planned. On Oct. 14 a representative
from Harvard Law School will
speak to students about minority
groups in their program. On Oct. 28
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Lessons-Repairs-Disco rentals

The department offers Iota of op^

tione for travel-study.'' he said.
In add*1*"", the university participates in the Kentucky Institute
for European Studies during the
summer. Battler continued. This
program allows students to study In
Europe over the summer.
Anyone interested in French
culture can belong to the organization. "Basically, all a person has to
do is show up for the meetings,'
said Butler. However, interested
persons can also just contact either
s French Club member or the sponsor, she continued.
"Wo still welcome those who can't
make it to the meetings to come- to
the activities." said Butler.
Dues are *5 per semester This
money goes towards the activities.
Butler.

Climbers reach
high elevations
By Jackie Brown
Staff writer
After remaining inactive for five
years, the university rock climbing
club, the Climbing Colonels, has
reappeared aa a result of the work
of a few enthusiastic students.
According to Wayne Jennings, s
rock climbing instructor who serves
as the club's faculty sponsor, Lynn
Morton, the current club president,
was the main force behind the club's
rebirth.
Horton. a sophomore majoring in
construction technology, enrolled in
rock climbmg last year to fulfill the
university'a physical education requirement and later tood an intermediate course.
After completing these courses,
the only two offered in rock climbing, Horton and some of his
classmates still wanted to climb.
Faced with the beginning of a new
year, Horton, along with classmates
Troy Kashon and Mark Henthorn,
decided to start a dub in order to
gather interested people together to
climb and share equipment.
This wsa the first time in five
years that anyone displayed interest
in such a club. The last group
became inactive in 1977 when its
students leaders. Dave Eisenhower
and Steve Estea. graduated.
Jennings, who also sponsored the
club then, said it has lacked effective student leadership since that
time.
The club, which is governed by
the Office of Intramural-Recreation
Sports, which Jennings directs, has
conducted two meetings so far this

semester to provide general information to interested people.
Club dues are $5 each semester,
and any student or staff member.if
eligible to join. The club has received 18 inquiries to date but has not
yet
determined
its
total
membership.
an
Attendance at the meetings hap
ranged from 16 to 20 people. Moat
of the members are students who
have taken rock climbing courses,
but there are others who have never
climbed before.
According to Horton. there will-be
at least one meeting and one or two
trips each month. Camping trips
and weekend excursions to Red
River Gorge are still in the planning
stage as are other activities.
...
According to Jennings, before any
member is allowed to participate in
a climb, he must complete ground
school. This is a six-hourtrsiniag
course of basic instruction in knots,
safety gear and climbing and rappelling methods.
Jennings is not required to accompany the group on its climbs.
However, he does appoint a trip
leader. Jennings said the trip leader
is usually the most experienoed
climber and has the final say on,all
matters during the trip. "This is, a
tradition of mountaineering,'' said
Jennings.
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sometimes allow outside groups to
perform. For Instance, the university's theater group presented
Moliere's Tartufft last spring following the French Club's dinner, said
Butler.
Nevertheless, the French Club
does involve its members in activities other than those that are
food-oriented.
Currently, the French Club is ten
Utively planning a trip on Oct. 16 to
the World's Fair in Knoxville. Tenn.
to view the French and Frenchoriented displays, said Butler.
However, the organization is still
deliberating such areas as costs and
transportation.
According to Bettler, the French
Department offers many types of
student programs for study abroad.
"The department offers many
types of student programs for study
abroad.

Welcome Back Grads

f Stay on Campus

October 9

a representative from the University of Louisville will also speak to
students about the same topic.
Another service provided by the
Barristers is a mock LSAT. Law
School Admissions Test. The club
sets up a mock test to give students
a view of what the actual test will
belike.
There is a small fee for students
who wish to take the test, but are
not members of the Barristers Club.
Members are administered the test
free.
The Barristers meet the second
and fourth Thursdays of every
month at 3:30 p.m. in one of the
Powell Conference Rooms. Dues are
S3 per semester or $5 per academic
year.

Organizations editor
As with so many university
organizations, the lack of communication between club members
and faculty is a problem for the
French Club, said Lane Butler,
president.
However. Butler said she does not
consider this to be a serious enough
problem to force the organization in
to any type of inactivity or
extinction.
"I'm mot worried about the
French Club going to extinction or
suspension like the Russian program because if the students want
to keep it going they can," said
Butler. "We had about 10 people for
the first meeting on Sept. 20 and we
hope that we wfll get more later on,"
she continued.
Nevertheless, the question remains. "What is the future of the
French Club and program?
Dr. Alan Battler, the French Club
sponsor, also feels confident that
the organization and/or program are
not in danger of suspension or
extinction.
."We're not immediately concerned about it because of the large
number of students in the program,
said Bet tier, associate professor of
French and director of the language
laboratory. Currently, there are
250-300 students in the department,
he continued.
"In times of economic difficulty,
small programs are not cost efficient," said Bet tier. This is why it
is essential for the French program
to keep its enrollment and involvement high.
Individuals do not have to parlezvous francaisispeak French) in order
to become involved with the French
CLub, said Butler, a senior public
relations major from Shelbyville.
"We're a social organization."
said Butler. "We're just a group of
students and teachers that enjoy
French culture."
One of the perhaps more attractive aspects of the French Club is
their emphasis on the native cuisine.
"Most of our activities are very
food-oriented," said Butler.
Approximately once a year, the
organization gets together at St.
Mark's Catholic Church to prepare
French meals, said Butler.
According to Bet tier, a "strictly
autbenic menu" is served in the
French tradition. "The students
plan the menu, buy the necessary ingredients and fix French meal as
close to an authenic menu as possible with the food products that are
available in this country," he
continued.
Following the meal, a few of the
club's members usualy present
some type of French play, said
Butler.
However, the organization
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Clubs

Campus Clips

hosts
show

By Biiaas Ware
Org—lull—a adHar
Over 200 collegiate and
nationally ranked teams participated in the Judo Club's sixth
annual judo tournament last Saturday, said Mce Jacobs, a black belt
instructor and university student.
The tournament, which involved
only individual cosnpetilion, took
place in Alumni Coliseum's main
hsekatball arena from K> am 5:30
p.m., Jacobs continued. According
to Jacobs, this is the first time that
the coliseum has been available to
the Judo Chib for its tournament.
"Teems came from as far east as
North Carolina, as far west as
Missouri, as far north as Michigan
and as far south as Texas to participate.' explained Jacobs.
Theee teams not only included col
liegate and/or national teems, but
also children's teams, he said According to Jacobs, there were
':. children's teams from as far away
• as Michigan.
Because of the age Emit for the
.-tournament the youngest com
. P%titor was five years dd. he added.
Nevertheless, these children did
not compete against the coUiegate
or national teams "The children's
teams competed from 10:30 a.m. to
about 1 p.m. and then the other competitions began," said Jacobs.
However, the university's judo
team did not participate in the
'events. "We did not compete
because the tournament was so
large. Instead the club officiated at
the matches and kept score." be
continued.
According to Jacobs, Cumberland
College, which is ranked second nationally, was in attendance and won
the most trophies
"They
{Cumberland Co&ege) won anywhere
from 15-20 of the 50 awards that
were given," he said.
' ' A crowd of about 250 spectators
attended the free tournament, said
Jacobs. He said that he felt this was
s good turn out considering the fact
that the Judo Club really did not
publicize the event very much.
The judges were referees from all
over the Kentucky-Indiana-Ohio tristate area, said Jacobs Of the 15
total judges four were national
judges, he continued.
Having four national judges at
the tournament was rather
prestigous because there are only a
total of five national judges in the
tri-state area, he added

Campus Clips
Organizations submitting announcements for publication in
Campus Cups must turn in the
typed copy by 1 p.m. on the Monday
prior to the publication date.

Learning Skills
The Department of Learning
Skills offers the following evening
tutorials:
Tuesday
nights
Biology/Chemistry in Keith 229 and
SIGI in Keith 228: Wednesday
nights-Knglish 101.102.211 and 212
in Keith 229and SIGI in Keith 228.
All tutorials are from 6-8:30 p.m.

Cave Club
The Cave Club holds meetings
every other Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
in Moore 107. The next meeting will
be Wednesday. Oct. 13. New
members are welcome.

Gotcha!
Rick Martim. a senior computor science major, pinned his opponent during the Judo Club's sixth annual
tournament last Saturday afternoon. Martin is a first degree brown belt.
In order to become a national
referee individuals have to officiate
at a minimun of 50 tournaments per
year for which they receive no pay.
said Jacobs. Of these tournaments
five have to be national competitions, such as the U.S. Open or
Olympic trials, be continued

After officiating at at least 50
tournaments, the referees have to
officiate at five to 10 mock tournaments, which have been set up by
a board of judo professionals.
Jacobs said. This board tells the
judo players what mint alew to make
and when to make them so that the

board can see whether or not the
referee calls them.
According to Jacobs, these mock
tournaments are videotaped and
then critiqued by the board Following the taping the referee takes a
written test which will then determine whether or not he will receive
his certification, he continued.

University Pals
The University Pals will bold their
next meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in
Conference Room A of the Powell
Building. AU members and interested people are invited to
attend.

SAM

The Society for the Advancement
of ManagementlSAMl will be having their next meeting Tuesday.
Oct. 12 at 3:30 p.m. in Combs 409.
All business majors are invited to
attend. A representative from Snell ing and Sndling Employment AgenWhen a runner reaches a total of cy of Lexington will be the guest
50. 100. 200 and so on until they speaker.
achieve a cumulative total of 10.000
miles, awards and certificates are
given.
The Council on International
Murdoch said that a patch and
certificate are awarded for comple- Relations United Nations Affairs
tion of 50 miles. "Maybe hats or t- presents it second world affairs
shirts will be awarded for 100 forum on Wednesday. Oct. 13 at 7
miles...something to acknowledge p.m. in the Kennamer Room of the
accomplishment of the distance Powell Building. Dr. Jeffery
Freyman. professor of political
run."
Instructors take turns running science at Transylvania University
with each group. Murdoch said The in Lexington, will speak about
instructors themselves run from "Pipeline Issue: American. Russian.
Western Europe Triangle."
five to ten miles a day.
Only those whose medical history
indicates that there is "evidence of
high blood pressure, excess weight
The Racquetball Club is for both
or abnormal electrocardiograph, beginners and advanced players.
which lists heartbeats cannot enter Anyone interested is welcome.
the program," said the handbook. Meetings are on Wednesdays at 7
For further information on the p.m. in Begley 156. For more inforprogram, contact Murdoch in mation call Sherry at 5022 or Mark
at 3379.
Begley 510 or call 39U.

Run for, not away from life
By MaryLogh Hayden
SUff writer
At 6:30 every morning 130 cadets.
15 students and ROTC instructors
run in the ROTC "Run for your
Life" program.
"The program is strictly voluntary, said Capt. Richard Murdoch,
campus sponsor for the running program. "They show up whenever
they want."
The program, designed through
the U.S. Army Infantry School, is
to improve physical fitness and
general health, explained the U.S.
Infantry "ROTC Run/Swim for
your Life" handbook.
The handbook explained that
running increases the efficiency of
the heart and lungs and it also increases the size of the blood vessels,
thereby improving the total blood
supply.
The running program is divided
into three phases, said Murdoch.

The first phase is the preparation
of the person who has not been in
a previous running program. The
person begins with an untimed mile
to evaluate the state of physical
fitness and prevent stress fractures
such as shin splints.
Next is the conditioning phase.
This is for those who have already
been active in a conditioning program but cannot walk, run a mile in
8.5 minutes without feeing stressed
or tired.
Lastly, there is the sustaining
phase for those who can run a mile
in 8.5 minutes without becoming
overly fatigued.
Running courses are set up
throughout the area. Each varies
from one to six miles, explained
Murdoch. No more than six miles
are run because the runners need to
be finished by 7:30 am

Ciruna

Racquetball Club

German Club
The German Club will be sponsoring an Oktoberfest on Wednesday.
Oct. 20 from H II p.m. behing St.
Mark's Catholic School. The cost
will be $4 for faculty. S3 for
students and SI.50 for childen 10
and over. Children under 10 are free.
Reservations should be made before
Wednesday. Oct. 13. For reservations call Juli Hasting at 2587 or
mail them to her at Box 201
McGregor. There will be an extra 50
cents charged for paying at the
door. Entertainment and German/American refreshments will be
provided.

Pershing Rifles
The Pershing Rifles will be selling
Homecoming mums outside the
Powell check cashing window from
9:30 am. to 4 p.m. Oct. 6-8. The cost
of a presale mum is $2.50 and the
cost the day of the game is S3. All
presale orders must be picked up the
day of the game Oct. 9. no later than
noon at the Daniel Boone statue.
Sales will also be made the day of
the game.

Homecoming Run
The university's fifth annual
5.000 Meter Homecoming Run will
be held Saturday. Oct. 9 at 10 a.m.
It will lead the 1982 Homecoming
parade
through
downtown
Richmond.
The run will begin at by Model
Laboratory School. Registration
will be held from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
at the Weaver Health Building.
Entry fees are now being accepted
by the IM -Sports office. The fee
before Oct. 7 is S5 and is S7 after
this date. AU participants will
receive a I -shirt

Explorers Club
Deposits are now bertg taken for
the Columbus Day weekend camping trip to Linville Gorge in North
Carolina Also a backpacking trip to
the Smokey Mountains in Tennessee is planned for the same
weekend. Space is limited so sign up
now. Call Tim at 4945 or Sue at 3234
for information.

Abundant Life Club
The Abundant Life Club will hold
a book sale on Oct. 12-13 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Powell
Building. Inspiring Christian
literature will be sold.
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PROMOTION
Special
CUT OUTS
CLASSICAL
COUNTRY
JAZZ
ROCK
*

EKU CENTERBOARD
Presents

.38
SPECIAL
IN CONCERT

Tuesday, Oct. 19 8 P.M.
ALUMNI COLISEUM
TICKETS - on sale at
Cashier Window Coates Adm. Bldg.
•9.00 STUDENT •lO.OO NON-STUDENT
For additional information
Call 622-3855

^UNIVERSITY
jEBOOKSTORE
CENTER Of CAMPUS

r
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Asian
Week
closes

Birney a hit
in premiere

w

By Don Lowe
Staff Writer
Most people know her from the
Loreal commercials where she says,
Birney. who plays Elyse," the
"Sure it costs a bit more-but I'm mother, shows bar versatility and
worth
it."
There
are
also
those
who
The second week of South Asian
talent as a true performer. She goes
know her from Family where she from her serious big sister role on
Culture Week was highlighted by
played
Kristi
McNichol's
big
sister.
several Asian authorities and perFamily to the hilarious flower child
But, no matter where one knows turned mother on Family Ties. Her
formers from around the world.
her from, her good looks and excepZarina Hashmi. a New York City
performance is dazzling and fits well
tional talent have to be admired.
artist, gave an art gallery lecture in
with the other characters.
She is Meredith Baxter Birney.
addition to a slide lecture titled "An
Birney's television husband,
Now,
along
with
her
commercials
Asian View: Identity and Conflict."
Michael Gross adds calmness and
and
her
award-winning
role
in
FamiHashmi is from India and she exstrength to the show. He slides from
ly, she is starring in the new NBC
hibits her casting and suing technibeing funny right into a strongseries Famiy Ties.
ques internationally. She currently
willed man who knows what his
Family Ties airs on Wednesday
teaches at the New York Feminist
beliefs are and who is willing to go
nights at 930 p.m. between Facts
Art Institute.
to any lengths to protect them.
of Life and Quincy.
Dance and songs of South Asia
The other major characters are
The show is based upon a couple
were performed by Dr. Tejaswini
the two other children, Alex and
who were flower children of the 60s
Yayati, an Indian classical dancer.
Mallory. They are played by
and now have a family of their own
She danced Garba. Kuchipudi and
Michael J. Fox and Justine
that
has
a
completely
different
set
Bhangra dances accompanied by
Bateman. Both of these actors porof
morals.
sitar. tabla and flute. Yayati was
tray their own characters with
This
plot
sets
the
stage
for
many
awarded.the title of Nritya Deepika
pizazz and charm and make them
jabs at the beliefs of the parents by
(light of dancing) for her perforthe individuals that the script calls
the children. Even though Birney is
mance in Ceylon.
for.
given star billing. Tons Yothers,
Dr. Riffat Hassan, a native of
Although most of the half hour is
who plays Jennifer, the youngest
Pakistan, gave a lecture on "Ghandedicated to side-splitting laughter,
daughter, stars in this comedy. She
di." Hassan, a University of
one will find themselves deeply
time
is the classic example of the
Louisville instructor, taught at the
touched by the emotional triumphs
outspoken kid who steals the show.
university of Durham in England Robert Hoagland II, Carol Aaa Coraett and Jordan Hines recently rehearsed a scene from Arthur Miller's
of this family as they try to get it
Her
performance
is
stunning
and
before moving to the United States. play. Alt My Sons. The play opens Oct. IS in (afford Theater.
all
together.
the show wouldn't be the same
A panel discussed the "Major
Family Ties is not just another
without her. Yothers is extremely
Religions of South Asia." Dr. Gorsituation comedy, but a series with
funny and delivers the jabs at her
don Windsor, of Centre College
a message. It is both a drama and
parents beliefs with the excellence
spoke on Hinduism, Dr. Benjamin
a comedy and it is treated brilliantexpected of an accomplished
Lewis, Transylvania spoke on Budly in both respects.
dhism, and Dr. Talat Sultan, direcLocal Concerts
Susan Carlock. Tamsen Pappas. actress.
The McLain Family Band has
tor of education for the Muslim
The university Centerboard will
played in Carnegie Mall and all over" Melburn Welch and Jerri Zoochi in
Students Association of the United be sponsoring .38 Special in concert
the world. Its bluegrass sound is a
presenting the free concert.
The top tea records were rated by Billboard Magazine for the week
States and Canada, spoke on Islam. Oct. 19 at Alumni Coliseum. Accomcombination of guitar, mandolin, acending Oct. 9.
Thursday. Uct. 14, at 8:30 p.m..
cordian, banjo, bass, harmonica,
panying them will be Spys. Tickets
1. Jack and Diane John Cougar
lyric soprano Joan-Loma Boewe
Dr. George S. Nordgulen, are $9 for students and $10 for nonrecorder and fiddle.
and pianist Roe van Boskirk will
2. Abracadabra The Steve Miller Band
chaplain and
professor of students and are available at the
The famiy itself is a combination
join together to provide an evening
3. Hard To Say Tm Sorry Chicago
of members ranging from ages 15 to
philosophy and religion at Eastern, Coates cashier window. The concert
of piano and voice music in Brock
54 who have played a total of 14
will give a lecture on Indian poet will begin at 8 p.m.
4. Eye In The Sky The Alan Parsons Project
Auditorium.
years in 47 states and 62 foreign
and dramatist. Sir Rabindranath
The six member band includes
5.
Who Can It Be Now Men At Work
The
Who
will
appear
tonight
at
8
Tagore. at 3:30 p.m. today in Room Larry Junstrom. Jack Grondin, Jeff countries.
p.m. in Louisville's Freedom Hall.
6. Eye of the Tiger Survivor
317 of the Combs Building.
A
concert
of
the
music
of
Carlisi. Steve Brookins. Don Barnes
Tickets arc $15.
7. I Keep Forgettin Michael McDonald
The second week also featured a and Donna? Van Zant.
Thelonius Sphere Monk, a ragtime
Mickey GiUey will appear with
fashion show, food sampling, and
The group is accredited with the and "bebop" performer, will be
8. Somebody's Baby Jackson Browne
Juice Newton, Friday. Oct. 15. at 8
other demonstrations of art, musk, 23rd best-selling LP of 1981, accor- presented by Dr. Richard Bromley
9. You Can Do Magic America
p.m. in Rupp Arena. Tickets will be
dance and crafts.
ding to Bilboard surveys, along in Room 330 of the Foster Building
S10.25 and 99.25.
10. I Ran A Flock of Seagulls
at 8:30 p.m. on October 12.
Demonstrations of sari wrapping, with hit single Hold on Loosely.
crewel embroidery, musical inAssisting Dr. Bromley in the free
Gilley will be appearing with Jerry
struments, spice seller's stall and
In conjunction with the universi- concert will be university students
Lee Lewis at Louisville Gardens.
fabric paining were held each day ty's Homecoming weekend, the Miles Davis. Jeffrey Kunkel. Joey
Saturday. Oct. 23 at 8 p.m.
between 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 a.m. Richmond Tourism Comission is
Gullett and Brad Sherman.
Rush will appear Saturday. Oct.
in the breeaeway between the Powell sponsoring a free Richmond celebraA senior recital carrying the
30. at 8 p.m. in Rupp Arena. Tickets
Building and the Bookstore
tion featuring the McLain Family
theme of "A Tribute to Liza
The north and south lobbies on Band.
MineUi." will be piewuitud by senior will be 99.50 and $10.50
the second floor of the Crabbe
The nationally acclaimed band Robin Spangler, a performing arts
Library will] display models of tradi- will be the main attraction in the
major from Dillsboro. Int. Wednestional dress, artwork, dolls and Irvine-McDowell city park on Lan- day, Oct. 13, at 8:30 pjn. in Posey
other cultural artifacts through* caster Avenue at about 6 p.m. Fri- Auditorium.
tomorrow.
day. Oct. 8.
Spangler will be assisted by
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Entertainment on tap

H6H)CHCKEN

r

S

! L99
You sag A"btjs,
pi sag wonderful! P^m^

3 Plate* Dinnar
'3 Pieces of chicken, cole
J slaw, mashed potatoes and
J gravy topped off with fresh,
J hot biscuits!
Offer Good thru Oct 31. 1982

Arby's delicious Beef n
Cheddar, heaped high with
lean, tender roast beef
then topped with piping
hot, zestful Cheddar
cheese sauce. You
say Beef n Cheddar?
You say wonderful!

nJuuS

Bed n Cheddar!

• SIRLOIN STEAK
I B«arailrcUiSMi hUPaan AlVaCnta

P475

■ 8 Piecea off Famous
{
Recipe Chicken
I Honey-dipped and fried to a
■ delicious golden brown. A
I family pack of good eating!

■ ssalswssifaswaslealiaass
Coupon Good thru 10/20/82
| M* Southland Drrv,
LsaaMjBBB, KY
I 1316 Ruaart. Cave Road Lcataatoa. KY
Eastern By-Pass
Richmond. KY

2/5.99!

P0HDEMS&I

■ Not icoWm«6W lot cash Cannot be uaed si (ombsnjax-i *«h cat*** dntour* AddKV SeknTaa

>»l

Oiler Good ihiu Oct 31. 19S2

Abu),
More great reasons to say Arby's:
I
I

■

WITH THIS COUPON

Two Arby's
Regular Roast Beef
Sandwiches

S^oo

Offer valid thru
Oct. 16.1982 at all
participating Lejongton
Area Arby's Restaurants.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not valid with
any other discount or offer.

■T
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

J.

WITH THIS COUPON

Two Arby's*
Chicken
Sandwiches
Otter valid thru
Oct 16.1962 at all
participating Lexington
Area Arby's Restaurants
Limit one coupon per customer. Not valid with
any other discount or offer

ARBY'S IN RICHMOND
• In Richmond on Eastern Bypass

pa99

| 12 Pc. Chicken Pack
|A dozen delicious pieces of
■chicken, 1 pint mashed potatoes, Vz pint gravy.1 pint cole

■slaw and golden brown biscuits

■ Sov* Up To .3.19 With Coupon
_ Bc-h dsnnar* -nrkaoV Sarah Shnmp Baked Potato
I M Vou Cat c^SantBaatd Warn Rotate. Bran

\9 • j7 7
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

■ Coupon Good thru 10/20/82

Ot, Southland Drive
UmJneton.KY
■ 1316 RuaarlCvr Road inlngton. KY
J Eastern By-Pass
Rk hmond, KY
| Not ordWrna* k» ran < ...no.» M ..coml™™. .«r,„thadarouna AddKV SanTa-

Q"w Good ttwu Oct 31. ISB2

Come by and
Celebrate Our
16th
Anniversary
FAMOUS RECIPE]
Route 25
Owned and Operated By:

Larry Combs
and Vernon Cummins\
v

■ STEAK TM SHRIMP 2/fi 00 i
PQNHEBOSA

PRIME RIB w

■ BorhrJrnnmrnHurWPnmcR*, Bawd Poufo At Yori Cat Ea
SaalBa Wan M a* Baa* Itaaj tE.cn> •**>
■ Puddrng or GcUttn

Coupon Good thru 10/20/82
I
■

2/9.99
WHDERP-*.

M Southland Drive
Lexington. KY
1316 HusseS Cave Road
Lenlnglon. KY
Eastern By-Paa*
Richmond. KY
»Not ..oWmaja lor rah < „,„,.„la<aa<aenmbnann M*i utha dacouna AddKV San la,

■ ■ ■ ■ ■COUPON OFFER GOOD FRI . SAT . SUN Bsl I

I
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Poster
auction
draws
money
By Raady Kokeraot
Guest Writer
. Who. seriously, would pay 115 for
a poster depicting a scene from a
past motion picture?
At the Fall Festival auction held
for United Way and TUford Community Center located ki the Powell
Plaza last Thursday, Jim Carlos, a
university senior said the poster of
the film Apocalypse Now was just
one of eight posters he purchased at
the auction. All totaled, Carlos
spent 164.60
Carlos said he bought the posters
because they brought back the emotional impact that he had experienced during the films. "The
posters are unique and a form of artwork which you just can't find in
the stores," he added. Carlos said
that he planned to frame the
posters, then put some on his walls
and give some away as gifts.
The other posters which he
- bought included For Your Eyes Only, The Spy Who Loved Me.
Moonraker, When a Stranger Calls,
Amy Which Way But Loose and
Animal House.
The first three are from James
Bond movies of which Carlos said he
—is an avid fan. "The Bond movies
.' made me fantasize about getting
; rich quick and experiencing some of
; the fantastic things Bond did in the
•• films." he said.
'
Expressing his feelings for some
• of the other films, he added.
'. "Apocalypse Now left him feeling
'. angry, but then again, glad that I
; wasn't old enough to have been
• drafted into the Army during the
'. Viet Nam conflict." He said that
l Animal House made him feel like
; going out and "getting crazy."
The Fall Festival auction was arI ranged by Skip Daugherty. who
— sponsors the University Film Series
from which the posters came.
— Daugherty said he hoped to earn
~ $300 for charity with the auction.

^

lOutward
pound is
ffeatured
iin films
—

Outward Bound, an actionoriented program will be showing
- films of the program at Berea Col!lege Tuesday. Tuesday. Oct. 12, at
7 p.m. in Room 122 of the Draper
Building.
According to Jake Newhouse,
coordinator of the Outward Bound
■in Berea, the program offers
"challenge, adventure, and personal
,'growth through experiences in
. white-water rafting, sailing, canoe' ing, hiking mountain climbing,
winter camping, or even skimountaineering, all of which he said
can help to build inner strength,
greater self-understanding, and
■ compassion.
Previous wilderness skills are unnecessary. Courses from 6 to 26
days are offered year-ycund, open to
-anyone above the age of 16 and in
.good health. Academic credit is
often available, as is financial aid.

JAMES
V0LKSWAG0N
REPAIRS
623-7627

Art Grib Bag

Brian's
song
Sharry Hanlon

The University Gospel Ensemble joined together to make an appearance for students during the Fall Festival
held last week in the Meditation Chapel ares.

Psychedelic Furs soften
for American release
By Todd Kieffman
Staff Writer
The Psychedelic Furs have always
zloaked themselves in a darkly Kichard Butler's keen aesthetic inmysterious coat of many colors, a sight and power of suggestion.
Eatchwork of perfect disarray that
Bulter seems to be viewing the
as effectively fogged all attempts world through a pane od shattered
to categorize or understand them. glass. The lyrics are a collage of
While it is this calculated distor- fragmented dreams and memories,
tion and lack of definition that the bits of jaded visions and distorted
Furs thrive on, ironically, it is the images, sinister icons and demented
very reason that they have been illusions, all pieced together to predenied access to America's tightly sent a broad parody of modern
structured and controlled radio reality.
formats.
Butler's smoky monotone,
Born in the wake of London's shrouded by the swirling pulsations
punk upheaval. The Furs seem to be of the music, vividly colors the
the offspring of no recognizable songs with a wide array of emotions,
musical influence. Their first record ranging from tender desire, to snarlwas a hsssh and jagged affair. ing contempt. With equal grace and
marked by novice musicianship and charm, he can spit out words like
a vicious wittiness that sparked the venom or drool them together in a
•nitial flames of interest.
lazy swagger.
With t her second album, the Furs
All of the songs on "Forever
emerged a more polished and Now" utilize the band's ability to
distinct outfit. The record garnered provide catchy pop melodies in
much critical acclaim and broaden- strange new ways. The music feels
ed the band's appeal. But. The Furs like a river, sometimes drifting
smart, arty, pop stylings treaded peacefully, then swelling and surgjust on the outskirts of mass
acessability.
CAMPUS CINEMAS 1-2
"Forever Now" is the group's
latest attempt to infiltrate
America's all-important airwaves.
DKI.WIS
To aid them in their struggle, the
Furs called upon Todd Rundgren.
I III \K >li I M \Ul.s
an American producer with the
midas touch to shape their unique
\l K )\
style and sound into something less
suspicious and more American.
\\ \K\I\i
With Rundgren punching the buttons. The Furs have tidied up
somewhat in order to make some
new friends, but beneath all the
technical streamlining remains the
same deviantly delicious band.
"Forever Now" as the title suggests, revels in the use of a
delightfully ambiguous phrasing
MAGAMMATNR 1 ISO All SHOWS
and imagery. The Furs construct
their songs around front-man *,
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Want To Hear Some Good News?
Eastern Progress Classifieds Work
Let Them Work For You!
$1.00 for 1-10 words
$1.00 for each additional 10 words

TUNE-UPS
BRAKES
ENGINE REPAIRS
BODY WORK
NEW
&
USED

PARTS .

Main St. A

0^,7:30-6:30

M^iison Ave.

Pwstt© by Rob MLTeftCw

Sing along

Stop by Wallace, Room 348

Call today: 622-1629

University Copy Center

He is like a musician. He knowingly seeks out notes and then arranges
them to form lyrical poetry that has
everyone singing his praises.
His keyboard is a little different,
and he bangs away incessantly with
the two fastest index fingers to be
seen.
His composition methods may be
a little unorthodox, but his final arrangements result in the most
melodious copy ever released for
public scrutiny.
He's not really a musician though.
He's a writer; a writer with
unlimited potential whos talent and
dedication are unbelievable. He
usually works around the clock to
finish stories in which he always
manages to upgrade the image of
the most downtrodden of chumps or
else puts a glowing shine to some
campus star.
He does his work with style and
finesse and somehow pulls in
readers who wouldn't wouldn't ordinarily touch a newspaper. His articles are always first-rate quality.
He makes them flow, fit and function perfectly. Nothing out of ordernothing wrong.
At least it would seem that way.
but underneath the cheerful exterior
is a man who is slightly being torn
in opposite directions.
His talent is a blessing but it is
also the root of his problems. His demand and drive to deliver articles is
beating him down in more ways
than one.
Different aspects of his life suffer
from the constant struggle of the
man after the story. The force which
powers him to trudge onwards is
like a giant hand pushing him;
pushing him past friends, meals,
classes and rest.
Surely it shouldn't be this way for
a man who provides so much
pleasure for so many people. His
committments to others souldn't be

ing in torrents of sound.
It there is one thing that "Forever
Now" is lacking, it is the presence
of an instant hit. a song that thrusts
itself undeniably upon the audience.
Any one of these songs could conceivably break through the barrier
that prevents the Furs from attaining air time, but none of them
storms the gate.
Regardless of whether "Forever
Now" is the valuable connection
with America that the Furs hope it
to be. it stands as a masterful work
of art. The appeal of the Psychedelic
Furs draws from the same aesthetic
force that compels one to contemplate and admire the abstract Aurora, a student literary
genius of Pablo Picasso.
manuscript, is now accepting
Like Picasso's
stunningly manuscripts for the 1983 issue.
fascinating distortion techniques Poems, short stories, one-act plays.
provide the world with a keener and creative essays may be submitsense of understanding of its sur- ted. Each manuscript should be
roundings, the Furs strive to create typed, double-spaced, with name
similar effects through their worlds and address on a separate sheet.
and music
Manuscripts themselves should

allowed to put a ckoke-hold on him,
restraining him from being able to
enjoy things like friends and rlawsoa,
and most of all, from having the
time to enjoy himself and his
abilities.
For his personality is one that
makes an impression that can never
be forgotten. He is always on the
ball-he's impressively intelligent,
he's ammusingly witty, he's
undeniably charming, and most of
all, he's deeply compassionate.
He is knowledgable on loads of
subjects aside from sports. He has
certainly spent time sharpening his
journalism tools. It is a rare moment that he doesn't know a style
rule or a quick step to shape up a
shabby story.
He's quick-witted though his corny puns aren't always appreciated.
He can make a person laugh in the
face of failure and he can extract a
favor from the most stubborn of
givers. But more than this, he is a
giver of himself. He creates fun.
shares thoughts, lends a listneing
ear or a shoulder to cry on. and
benefits his surroundngs just by
being himself, no fakiness, no coverups.
It is this honesty and compassion
for others that lends talent to his
writing as he can be completely empathetic to anyone or anything in
any situation. He is always fair and
sometimes too much so.
He is often taken advantage of
because of his willingness to help
others end his willingness to
sacrifice himself. A person can only
do so much.
It is at this moment that he must
realize this and decide what is
honestly right for him. It is a sure
bet that hell make the right decision though, because Brian Blair is
one heck of a little buckeroo that is
inevitably headed for success.

Manuscripts being accepted
not have the name of the writer.
Submit to Aurora, Box 367, Campus or to Dr. William Sutton,
Wallace 133
Awards will be given on Honors
Day for the best story and the best
poem. Deadline for submission of
manuscripts is Jan. 15, 1983.
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Marilyn Is a junior majoring in Biology. She is modeling pants by
ORGANICALLY GROWN and a shirt by CHEENO'S.(Promotional
considerations by:RICHMOND BANK,FORGET ME NOT
FLOWERSJ.SUTTER'S MILL,WENDY'S.BLUEGRASS COCACOLA,MR.GATTI'S, KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN.STATE BANK
AND TRUST.NIKE.HAIRMASTERS SALON.HALLS ON THE
RIVER,WESTERN STEER,and the COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY.)

Resumes
Reg. Price
100 for
50 for
25 for

With Coupon
87.95
86.25
83.45

100 for
50 for
25 for

87.00
8550
83.00

Prices Based on • 8'/4xl 1 camera ready copy • Black Ink • Typesetting extra
Offer expires December 31. 1982
ii»«M» University Book ft Supply

9 «.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. Fri.

455 EASTERN
BY-PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE

HOURS:
Mon Sal.
10a.m.totp.m.
Sun .16pm
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•

RICHMOND,
KENTUCKY

Phone
6242727
i
"The College Shop"
A MEMBER OF THE AtuMo 03 GROUP
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Excellence in Teaching
College of Allied
Health and Nursing

McDowell reaches students
By Belinda Ward
Org.nir.tkm. editor
"You can have the meat influence
if you reach individuals in their formative years," said Mary Beth
McDowell, associate professor of
nursing.
This explains why McDowell, a
registered nurse, combined the professions of nursing and teaching
rather than pursuing just one of
those fields.
McDowell said she feels she is experiencing the "best of both worlds''
with this" combination
In addition, McDowell said some
of her former instructors had the
greatest influence on her career
decisions.
"Teachers have the greatest
amount of influence because they
help people get through formative
years," said McDowell.
Yet, McDowell's first love is for
nursing.
"I've always wanted to be a nurse
since at least age four," said
McDowell. "It is unique to have felt
such a draw at such an age, but I am
very satisfied."
This early ambition could have
possibly been instilled by her grandmother who was a nurse.
Yet. McDowell said she really
feels her interest in nursing just
came from always wanting to help
people.
McDowell said the only time she
had any second thoughts about nursing was during her sophomore year
at Marillac College in St. Louis.
She said she got "caught up" in
the humanistic view of man. It was
at this point that she changed her
major to teaching.
Nevertheless, it was not long until she was back into nursing.
She said her outlook on nursing
had changed, however and it was at
this point that she decided to
become a nursing educator.
For two and a half years after her
graduation from Marilac in 1968,
McDowell worked at Charity
Hospital in New Orleans, which at
the time was the second largest
hospital in the United States.
McDowell lived in New Orleans
for the next four years and taught
at the Charity Hospital School for
Nursing.

1

College of Applied Arts and Technology

Electronics is
his first love
Mary Beth McDowell reaching individuals
In the meantime, McDowell married and eventually moved to
Hattisburg, Miss., where she taught
from 1974 to 1979. She also received
her masters degree in medicalsurgical nursing with a concentration in education from the University of Mississippi in Jackson.
It was in 1979 that McDowell and
her husband Jack, a university radio
and television instructor, moved to
Richmond.
McDowell said she tsught
medical-surgical nursing at the
university for two years before
becoming a coordinator of Nursing
301, Introduction to Nursing and an
instructor of pathophysiology.
McDowell said that she feels s
commitment to higher education.
"It's tragic when a society doesn't
realize where its greatest resource of
the future is coming from," she said
"One of the greatest ironies in
society is the fact that those who influence the moat get paid the least,''
she continued.
Yet. McDowell said being underpaid does not bother her to a large
extent.
"It is a joy...money can't pay for
this joy." McDowell

In terms of nursing, however.
McDowell said she feels more emphasis should be put on nursing
education. She said nurses are important in society because of their
involvement with possible life and
death situations.
McDowell said she doesn't believe
she could be an effective teacher if
she did not actively practice her
profession.
As a result of opportunities such
as summer nursing jobs, McDowell
said she can keep her nursing skills
up to date.
The most enjoyable part of
teaching is the students constant
growth while they are learning, said
McDowell.
There is another facet to
McDowell's life other than the pro- ■
fession she loves so much.
McDowell's family is where her
heart is. she said.
She and her husband have twin
four-year-old daughters that keep
them very busy.
"They (twins) demand a lot of
energy and discipline on both our
parts," said McDowel.
McDowell kept working after the
twins' birth because she said being

College of Education

a nursing instructor is so much of
a part of her individuality.
However. McDowell said that she
tries to keep her work and home life
separate.
She considers it a challenge to be
both a mother and a professional.
"It is a constant effort to keep these
balanced." she explained
Compromise is most definately an
essential element both at home and
at work.
"I have high expectations of
myself, but working enhances me,"
McDowell said.
However, McDowell said she feels
that she must limit some of her personal goals, such as pursuing her
doctorate, until the twins are olden
Although she said she hopes to
begin some of her doctorate courses
next semester.
"A person has to decrease selfexpectations and make others more
real in situations such as these," she
said
Whatever role Mary Beth
McDowell chooses to portray,
whether it is a nurse, teacher or
mother, she actively involves herself
to her fullest ability and potential.

Stull enjoys travel, culture
By TUB Thomaberry
Nsws editor
In 1945. somewhere in the South
Pacific a small Navy Patrol Craft
(PC.) cruised the seas in search of
Japanese submarines.
One of the sailors on board the
P.C. was James Stull. later to
become Dr. James Stull, professor
of education at Eastern.
While Stull, who is now 56, was
touring the South Pacific during
World War II, a love for traveling
and exploring new cultures became
deeply ingrained within him. It
would last for the rest of bis life.
Stull was born in 1928 on a small
farm in Lexington, Ohio. The
population of the tiny town was only 450 and his graduating class at
Lexington High School was only 25.
Stull said that if it wouldn't have
been for the G.I Bill "I never would
have graduated"
His entrance into the Navy at the
age of 18 wss to be the start of a
career in education for the young
farm boy, only he didn't know it at
the time.
After the war, Stull used his G.I.
Bill to attend Bowling Green
University in northern Ohio.
Among those hallowed halls. Stull
met his wife Jeanne, who he has
been married to for 32 years.
After college. Stull answered to
the call of the sea once again and he
and his wife returned to the South
Pacific.
After teaching at Marianas
Caroline in the Philippines for two
years, he and his wife boarded a
Dutch freighter and set out to sse
the world.
After returning home, Stull earned bis master's in education at Indiana University and his doctorste
from the University of Toledo.
After completing his education,
Stull taught in Tuscarawas County,
Ohio. Stull said in Tuscarawas
County, 50 percent of the children
were Amish.
The Amish are pert of an
American culture which doesn't
believe in the modern world.
Stull found his chance to teach the
children of a different culture once
more, only this time, the children
were Americans.
So was the case in Collier County. Fla. when Stull taught a tribe of
the Seminole Indians.
"I coached a basketball team of
.Indians there," he ssid. "I
remember that the kids' relatives,
all dressed up in their Indian garb,
followed us all the way to the state
tournaments. They'd sit in the
stands and not cheer, clap or
smile..you know how Indians are."

The gwllaBHII la Teaching Awards were established by
the Facalty Senate hi 1976.
E>«h spring semester, students have the opportunity to
vote for an instructor they feel U deserving of the award.
Nine awards are presented annually to a representative from
each of the university's colleges. The winners are determin
ed by votes frssn not only students but also from the facul
ty and alums).
The nine teachers featured on these pages ware selected
last spring to receive taw 1982 Excellence in Teaching
Awards.

I wouldn't do it any differently, he
said
For the future. Stull said he sees
himself staying at Eastern until he
retires. But. that urge to travel and
see new places is still within him.
Til be up for a sabbatical (a leave
of abscence with pay) in a couple of
years." be said. "I'd really like to
work out a situation where I can go
to Australia or New foaland to
teach for awhile. I've always wanted
to go there."

By Randy Patrick
Staff witter
It's s rare parson who is perfectly satisfied with his station in life,
but Dr. Stephen Faros seems to
have found his niche.
Fardo. a professor of electronics
and energy conservation at the
university, likes it here at the
university and be doesn't intend to
leave, at least not for a while.
"It's really rewarding," said
Fardo. "I don't think I could have
found anything that I enjoy doing
more than I enjoy tterhing here."
Fardo has been teaching at
Eastern since 1971 when he left his
position with the U.S. Army School
of Engineers at Ft. BeJvoir in Alexandria, Va Prior to that, he taught
industrial arts at Simon Kenton
High School in Independence and
worked for a Cincinnati company,
Allis-Chalmeras, which made siacleaching at the university, he
ssid is quits different from his
previous instructional experiences.
It is much more technical, he
pointed out.
"It's something that's everchanging," Fardo ssid "I enjoy the
challenge of teaching something
technical"
Fardo said he feels electronics
isn't very difficult. In fact, he said
high school training isn't required
to pursue a career in electronics in
college.
"It's something that you really
have to be interested kt, in order to
enjoy, I guess," ssid Fardo.
Fardo developed his interest in
electronics st an early age.
"Oh. I've been interested in it
since I was very young, elementary
school." he said.
He ssid the first impetus may
have been the electronics kits he
assembled for science projects in
grade school.
The Fsndfeton County native said
his parents did not ■"">«t"cr his
decision to enter the field
"We lived on s farm and they
didn't realy push me into any type
of occupation. They didn't even encourage me to go to collage, for that
matter."
In addition to being an instructor,
Fardo baa, for the past several

Stephen Fardo
years, co-authored 14 textbooks
with Dale Patrick, another electronics professor at the university.
"This is a stack of the great works
here," Fardo said pointing to the
tower of volumes on top of his filing cabinet.
"We've got two in the publication
process right now," he said
Fardo said he and Patrick do most
of their writing in the summer.
"I try not to take too much time
away from the family," ha
explained
Fardo and his wife, Helen, have
two sons, Brian, 10 and David 5.
His interests aren't just confined
to academics either. For the past
seven years, he hss served ss faculty adviser for the Kappa Alpha
Fraternity.
"I've felt good about some of the
accomplishments they've (the
fraternity) achieved in the past few
years," he said
He's involved with the fraternity
for the same reason he became a
teacher - "I enjoy just any kind of
association with people," he said. "I
think that education is an area
where you can work very closely
with students and other faculty
members."
About his award, Fardo said "I
obviously didn't expect to get it. I
wss very thrilled st getting it. It's
something that anybody should be
pleased with"

College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences

*I don't teach classes
~ I teach students'

• by Steve

James Stall's reward is progress
Stull said be was fascinated with
the Seminofes, who have not yet
signed s peace treaty with the
United States.
"The law doesn't require that
their children attend school," be
said. "One day they'd just show up
at school. Sometimes they were
liable to go through three of four
grades in one year."
Stull came to Eastern in 1965. His
wife has been a teacher at Model
since 1970 and together they have
raised four children, none of whom
have followed in their father's
footsteps.
When Stull isn't teaching, one
might find him jogging along the
road or perhaps playing raquetball
In addition to physical exercise,
Stull likes to read.
"I try and read a minimum of one
chapter a day in something from my
profession and one chapter from
something else," he said.
He said that his greatest reward
in teaching is to see a student progress. When aaked about his

greatest frustration, be said it is
"getting a student that you can't do
anything with."
"Teaching is a little like
medicine." he said. "You can't win
'em all. You lose some."
Stull said winning the teaching
award was "a great motivator."
"Winning the award made me
conscientious," he said "Now I
have something to live up to. I hope,
in the end, it makes me a better
teacher."
Stull s advice to students wishing
to become teachers is to "study the
field and know what you're getting
into."
"There are so many students who
think they want to be teachers." he
said. "But, they look at it from a
student's point of view. They don't
see all of the hard work and long
hours that go into teaching."
To sum up his career as a teacher.
Stull said that be has enjoyed it.
"If I had it to do all over again.

By Thomas BanStaff writer
Hard work plus dedication plus a
real concern for students equals a
fine teacher. And, according to a lot
of students at the university. Dr.
Amy King is a very good professor.
King, a professor of mathematics
at the university, said about her
award "It gave me a real warm feeling inside. It's nice to have your current students and your past
students think enough of you to
give you a vote."
King, a native of Douglas, Wyo.,
did not come to the university
without an extensive educational
background She received a
bachelor's degree in education from
the University of Missouri, a
master's degree in mathematics
from Wichita State University and
a doctorste in math from the
University of Kentucky.
Before coming to Eastern in the
fall of 1970. King taught at several
other colleges. She spent four years
at Wichita State University, one
year st Washburn University, two
years at the University of Kansas
and three and a half years at the
University of Kentucky.
"I really enjoy the interaction between the students and the teacher,"
said King, who would only pin her
age down to being over 20. "I know
I've succeeded as a teacher when a
student sees the light and
understands what I'm teachng."
King said she thinks her
classroom procedures make the
students feel comfortable and able
to feel free to ask questions And
getting a student to understand a
subject like calculus can be difficult.
' I can fed when a student doesn't
understand" she said "Then, I

Amy King
have to try another.way to get the
p-mt across"
">mg requires her students to turn
in nightly homework assignments in
winch she said she grades every probit in. When you have four or five
classes, this can mean doing a lot of
work outside the classroom.
"1 take my homework home every
night." ssid King, who lives in Lexington. "I guess I spend st least
three or four hours daly outside of
classes working on these papers."
Even though she puts in a lot of
extra hours grading papers, she said
she feels it is one way to help the
students. And she couldn't think of
another job that she would rather be
doing.
"But. I wouldn't mind being a
psychologist.'' she said. "Then. I

would still be dealing with people."
At this point though she doesn't
see herself changing professions.
However, there are some changes
King would like to sse D the math
department. She said she would like
to have private offices sad more
room for the math lab, but she isn't
complaining.
When she does get some time
swsy from school. King likes to
work on computers, do craftwork,
read and travel with her husband,
Don, s professor st the UK School
of Dentistry. Puerto Rico and
Toronto were two of their most distant trips.
During the summer when she
isn't teaching, King said aha spends
a lot of time writing alii Us for
publication To date, she has written or co-written 17 tit trios that
have been published, aaaaaaaasjj one
math book. Plus, she is a member of
11 different professional society
organizations
If you wore to look in Per-:
lonaUties of the South (1972). Who'*
Who of American Women (1976), In
temattonal Who'I Who in Community Service (1975) or Who'*
Who in Technology Today (1981),
you'd find the name of Dr. Amy
King somewhere in them.
Even though shs hss been
honored by all of these groups and
publications, she is still happiest
when she is in the classroom
teaching her students
King summed up her philosophy
on teaching by using s statement
from one of her fellow rollnsguos
She said, "I don't teach rlasses. I
teach students."
Apparently, her students think
she is doing an excellent job
teaching, too

/
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Individuality
key to living

By Shanda Pulliam
Editor
Doris Sutton had just begun her
junior year a* • music major at
Georgetown College.
An English professor who had
taught her the semester before was
going out of town for a few days so
he asked her to teach bis classes.
For the first class on the first day.
aha had to prepare a lesson on
Jonathon Swift.
Nervous and uncertain, she
delivered that first lesson to the
students, most of whom were much
older than she and to her surprise,
they listened.
And when she finished, they
applauded.
At that moment, her destiny was
set. "I knew right then that was
where I was supposed to be." Sutton. associate professor of English.
recalled.
She had to attend an extra
semester to get the requirements
she needed for a teachng degree in
English - and she never looked
back.
"After that, there was no doubt
in my mind that I old the right
thing," she said. "I don't see that
professor's request as an accident:
I see it as a design."
Perhaps a "design" was precisely what Doris Sutton needed for her
life.

••••

Dr. Doris Sutton was born in London. Ky. m 1936. When she was
three months old her family moved
to Harlan county after her coal
miner father took a job at the Black
Star coal mining camp
In 1936, however, when Sutton
was barely a year old, her father
abandoned her, her twin sister and
brother, and her mother.
Left unemployed with three
children, Sutton's mother put the
youngsters in Glendale Baptist Or
phanage near Springfield with
orders that they not be adopted but

just housed until she could get
through nurse's training.
Sutton's mother took the children
out of Glendale when Sutton was
four. Her mother remarried and the
family moved to Lexington.
Sutton said by the time she
started school, she nearly had a fifth
grade education due to her stepfather's stringent teaching. "He
pushed me to learn."
She was so far ahead academically at Arlington Elementary that her
teachers decided she could manage
to skip the second grade.
She ended up by -passing the fifth
grade as wel and was nine years old
when she enrolled st Bryan Station
Junior High - and 11 years old as
a freshman at Lafayette Senior
High.
"The school system moved up
people they thought could handle
it," Sutton said.
She could handle it academically,
but socially?
"An injustice wss done by putting me in classes with older people.
It made a social disaster out of me."
she said. "In junior high I was playing with paper dolls and coloring
while the other girls were looking at
boys."
She breezed through high school
from ages 11 to 16, scarcely given
a chance to grow up and unaccepted
by her peers because she was a
"bookworm." She didn't fit in with
her classmates socially, so she spent
all of her time studying.
"I studied hard in high school
because there was nothing else to
do," Sutton said.
Sutton was 16 years old when she
enrolled at Georgetown. "I grew up
in college, not in high school," she
said.
When she began to emerge from
her shell at Georgetown, she saw s
side to herself she never realized existed. "My involvement in other activities came out of discovering that
I could do more than sit in a class

College of Business

Hard work
gives reward
By Sherry Hanlon
ArU editor
She passes through the classroom
door quietly, and draws the class to
attention with a smile and a softspoken helo.
Her slender frame is far from imposing as she stands in front of her
students. She usually asks them
how they're doing and then wishes
them a happy day.
Dr. Janna Vice's class then begins
with the assignments she has
planned for them. The atmosphere
is relaxed, yet a sense of duty is in
stilled, making the lecture both pleasant and gratifying.
Vice, aasistant professor of
business education and office administration, was recently honored
with the teaching award, but even
better, she was awarded with the
gift of the birth of Laura her now
three-month-old daughter which
added to three-year-old Joel and
husband Wayne, an accountant.
Vice said her husband, who gives
"an awful lot of support" to her and
her career, was "quite pleased" with
her achievement. She added that
two children and a dissertation is a
lot to go through in just three years.
Vice said that she owed her husband and others, like her parents, a
great deal. 'They played a really important part of my life by helping
me in setting and reaching goals.
They instilled important values in
me," she said.
Vice said she feels that she also
owed thanks to professors who
taught her here at the university
"because they believed in me and
pushed me to do my best."
Vice, who is originally from
Williamsburg, received all of her
education at Eastern except for her
recently acquired doctorate which
she received from the University of
. Kentucky.
Vice has worked her way up from
a student to a top-notch professor
at the university buikhng and using
various philosophies on the way
which have proved instrumental in
her success.
«p—H"g of these philosophies.
Vice said, "First, every student I
have is important, and when I look
' at a class I see 30 to 36 people who
are striving for goals. They have
problems and interests that are unique to them One thing I encourage
is that they try to meet these goals
on a day to day basis."
It is through this belief that Vice
important goal. I get a real sense of
reward whan I see them working
hard. I feel that I have made some
contribution to their obtaining that
goal," said Vice.
Another reward Vice mentioned
was "Just the fact of sharing in
other's Bvas, of getting to know
them and feel like I might nave

College of Law Enforcement

Prison world
unlike school
By George Gabehart
Features editor
Death row is an ugly place.
The lighting is bad and communication is kept to a minimum.
The execution room looms threateningly across the hall from the cells
and exercise in the prison yard is
limited to one hour per week unless
there is a special occasion.
Dr. Bruce Wolford. an assistant
professor at the university has been
there. He knows this is not a pretty
place.
In fact, Wolford has been in and
out of various prisons for most of
his adult life. He just can't seem to
stay out of them.
Because of his position as an instructor in correctional services.
Wolford has spent a bt of time
working at prisons where he coordinated and taught in educational
programs. He said that his experience at the prisons has greatly
changed the way he views
education.
"I never believed there were people who had never been to school in
their lives." said Wolford. "I found
them in prison."
Pastes* Pet I
Many of his most outstanding
students. Wolford said were inmates. "Some of the best students
I've had have been on death row for
15 years." he said.
"Everything in my life spells that
Wolford began his teaching career
out. I am an ordinary person with in the public school systems of Ohio.
griefs and joys like anybody else. He said that he became disillusion"It's not a job for me to go in that ed teaching juveniles and turned his
classroom; it's a privilege." she con- interests elsewhere.
"I went to the first prison on a
tinued. "The people in that
classroom all have a life space. lark." said Wolford. The structured
Whatever you hsve, there is an atmosphere of the institution apobligation to share it with other peo- pealed to him. he said, and he
ple. Teaching is the best avenue for became more involved in different
projects at other prisons.
that that I can think of."
Teaching people who are willing
Sutton has definitely come a long to learn make his experiences with
way from the shy bookworm who prisons worthwhile, said Wolford.
was never really given the chance to "The people are hungry for
share herself.
knowledge, because of their cultural
Perhaps the applause she received deprivation." he said.
from the class after she delivered
Wolford explained that many
that first lesson on Jonathon Swift prisoners had few other activities
back in 1963 as a 17-year-old was and that attending the classes ofnot only a design but a fered a kind of informative enterforeshadowing.
tainment.
Teaching n a university setting is
The Excetence in Teaching pla- totally different from teaching in a
que which hangs in her office con- prison, said Wolford.
firms that the applause is only get"The bad thing about prisons is
ting louder.

Doris Sutton discovered destiny
and ace exams."
For one thing. Sutton found that
she could sing - and quite well at
that. She started singing as part of
an ensemble and as a soloist with
the Baptist Student Union gospel
team, which traveled to 13 states for
church services and revivals.
"Singing is the greatest relief
from tension I've ever had.'' Sutton
said.
In fact, she was a gospel singer for
14 years until she "started taking
on more responsibilities related to
teaching."
Ah yes. teaching - the profession
which, as a junior at Georgetown,
Sutton discovered was destined to
be hers.
Her experiences as a youth were
not exactly ordinary, nor were they
always enjoyable, but if nothing
else, they slapped her in the face
with humanity.
"I treat the students as human
beings because I am so vulnerably
human myself." said Sutton.

Bruce Wolford
it is not a positive environment."
said Wolford. "In colleges you find
positive responses. There is a whole
different mood."
Wolford said that many students
at a university take education too
much for granted. For the majority
of them education has come relatively easy, he said.
Working with prisoners is many
times more rewarding, he said,
because there is a greater
"eagerness to learn in prison."
Wolford has been at the university since 1979 when he received his
doctorate. Despite his busy
schedule. Wolford says he is still
very active in various projects ranging from victim programs to inmate
education.
In his spare time, as a physical
release from the tensions of the
university. Wolford enjoys gardening and jogging.
Mrs. Wolford. also an instructor
at Eastern, assists her husband in
a 411 dog clubg for children. The
Wolfrods use the club to interact
with children, and to teach them to
obedience train their pets, said
Wolford.
He believes that he is able to be
an effective instructor, due to his approach to edcuation.
"I learn best by doing things, by
interacting." he said. "I teach from
practical experience."

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Riggs shares experiences

Janna Vice
made some difference; I try to teach
by example," she said.
Although Vice is obviously
thought of as an excellent teacher,
she was sincerely humble.
"It would be easy for me to say
that I work really hard and that I
put forth 110 percent effort, which
I try to do, but I really can't take
the credit for what I've done. First
of all, I have a very loving and supporting husband, but mainly, we
have a master designer in our lives,
and I' m referring to a personal committment I have to Jesus Christ.
"I know in an article that feeling
is sometimes hard to convey
because a person comes across as a
religious fanatic or something, but
I don't see myself as that. I just see
myself ss a person who is trying to
grow closer to the Lord and if I can
make some difference in that person's life, that's what I want to do."
Vice said she didn't want to sound
hokey, but when she leaves home in
the morning, it Is her prayer everyday that she does the best job she
can possibly do. "I think that when
I got the letter from Dr. John
Rowlett, vice-president of academic
affairs, (which informed the professors of their selection), the first
thing that came across my mind
was that those prayers had been

By Brian Blair
Sports editor
It was nearly three weeks ago
when the belly dancer glided into
Dr. Jay Riggs' psychology class, doing a smooth, hip-flouncing number
that would fit almost any
psychologist's definition of the
humanistic approach.
The students wore dazed expressions. She wore a Miss Piggy mask.
And while the students sat ready
for class, the dancer was ready to
wriggle and writhe in honor of
Riggs' 40th birthday - thanks to the
humor of a colleague.
"A lot of the students in the class
are freshman, and they really didn't
know what to think.'' said Riggs. an
associate professor of psychology.
While Jay Riggs may not love the
idea of being a year older, he does
love the Miss Piggy character of
Muppets fame. And he loves the
personal contact with students frivilous as it may become - that
teaching offers.
"When I got out of school and
started looking for a teaching job,
I looked for a place where I could
have the student contact that I
didn't have as a student." he said.
It was nearly a decade and a half
ago when Eastern Kentucky
University glided into Jay Riggs'
life, providing a solid, careerappetizing opportunity that still
brings satisfaction to the man who
once dreamed of working as an industrial psychologist for General
Motors.
At the time, he was an
undergraduate student at Wayne
State University in Detroit, an institution teaming with approximately 40.000 students, and an institution teaming with something of
a cold, impersonal touch, according
to Riggs.
"Some of the classes were very
large, and I had a lot of instructors
who taught strictly by lecture. It
was very boring," he said.
Of course, Riggs knew that some
classes probably had to be that way.
for heaven's sake. After all. he
thought, what kind of freshness can
one inject into calculus?
Yet, he also knew that some
classes could stand some salt and
pepper, and he thought about that
whan he first began teaching.

Jay Rigs* loves personal contact
Trial and error was his greatest
teacher then.
"When I started, I went mostly
by lecturing," he said. "That didn't
work, so I went to using mostly
discussion. That didn't work
either."
When he finally discovered that
the answer lay in mixing the
methods - and throwing in an occasional belly dancer, perhaps - the
learning process became new and
alive. And Jay Riggs became a
teacher willing to share himself for
the sake of that very process.

"I don't see how you can teach
psychology and not share your own
personal experiences. Just about
every student I 've ever had knows
everything about my dog. for instance, because he's a good example
of so many of the ideas I'm trying
to communicate."
The 86-pound, solid black german
shepard named Kiser Von Schwarzwald is Riggs' psychological escape
from a workload that includes four
classes, faculty senate, and several
departmental committees.

P1»©to by Stur«« Wortnwi

"You've got to learn to relax."
said Riggs.
A penchant for European cuisine
(he says he fantasizes about opening a small restaraunt when he
retires from teaching) and a sizeable
vegetable garden bring respite when
the books are closed.
However. Riggs hardly sees much
pressure in his position as an
instructor.
"I don't see this job as work." he
said. "Sometimes I can hardly
believe they pay me for doing this."
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Excellence in Teaching
College of Health, P.E.
Recreation and Athletics

Getting involved is * whole
ballgame' to Darcy Shriver
By Sl.nd. Pulli-m

definitely the athlete of the family,"
Editor
said Shriver. "I was a craced athlete
If the adjective "omnipresent" as a child."
could ever be appropriately used to
When she was 12 years old, her
describe any human being, Darcy father accepted a position at Miami
Shriver is the one.
University in Oxford, where Shriver
. The assistant professor of eventually
earned
her
physical education has her paws in- undergraduate degree in physical
to a little of everything and if she's education and health.
not directly involved, you can bet
While at Miami, she got involved
she'll be in the stands watching.
in another aspect of athletics "That's the whole balgame - get- training. In fact, she became the
ting involved," the 29-year-old first female to work in athletic trainShriver said "I just love the at- ing at Miami.
mosphere around a college and I
As a volunteer for three years,
think that is what I try to promote Shriver was responsible_for handlhere at Eastern with my classes - ing all nine Miami women's sports.
the idea of ktvolvement
Her interest in training led her to
"You can sit and talk to your Indiana University after graduastudents about involvement but if tion, where she earned her master's
you yourself don't get involved at in sports medicine.
all, you've lost it."
'
Just before receiving her M.S.
Whether it's directing the EKU from IU in the spring of 1976.
volleyball invitational, assisting in Shriver learned of an available
the running of the Becky Boone trainer's position at EKU.
Relays, advising the Fellowship of
"I came down for my interview
.Christian Athletes, co-advising very wet behind the ears - very,
Delta Psi Kappa (p.e. honorary) or very nervous," Shriver recalled.
teaching one of her four classes, "But I just fell in love with the
Darcy Shriver is "into it" - and she whole thing"
loves it.
In the fall of 1976. Shriver became
"I'm very emotionally involved in Eastern's first full-time women's
whatever I do," she said "I love athletic trainer and she taught some
what I'm doing; I, really do."
classes as well.
And of al things, she gets paid for
"I consider myself kicky in that
it. "I am so lucky.'' said Shriver. "I because most people in athletic
get paid for doing something that I training are in staff positions where
love to do -that is almost unheard- they work specifically with athletics
of. It's sad that a lot of people never and do not have a chance to teach,"
experience that in their lives. Shriver said "This really helped me
Sometimes I almost fed guilty."
in my training and hopefully my
But P.E. has always been one of training helped my teaching. There
Shriver's
main
loves
and waa a balance there."
teaching...well, it has been a part of
Shriver juggled her duel responher life since she was in diapers sibilities until 1979, when she took
through her father, who has been in- a lea ve-of -abscence and returned to
volved in higher education for 35 IU for a year to complete the course
years.
work toward her doctorate in
In fact, Shriver said her career adapted physical education (she is
ambition whan she was younger was currently in the dissertation stage).
to be a junior high P.E. teacher.
A year away from teaching was
"Education has always been in- long enough. "I was a real case by
grained inside of me," she said.
the time that year was over,"
Although her parents had planned chuckled Shriver. "I really missed
to have enough boys for a baseball by teaching I missed the students;
team. Shriver was their fourth girl, I missed the staff; I missed this
born in Kent. Ohio in 1952. She has place. Psychologically I had to get
a brother who is three years backyounger, but she came the closest to
So she came back, and since that
fulfilling her parents'dream. "I was time she has been a full-time teacher

■tots ay I

Darcy Shriver fell In love with Eastern
- and, of course, she is "involved"
full-time as well.

family," Shriver said "I idolize my
parent*. They are just super people.

"I don't know what I would do if
there weren't events to go to and
things to be involved in," said
Shriver, who is in her sixth year at
Eastern. "Most of my time, when
I'm not with my family, is spent
right here in the school, participating in an activity for school
or attending an athletic event or
something"

Anytime I have a problem - boom
- I'm on the phone calling home.
They have been so supportive. I am
just so lucky."
And happy. "Who knows what
they want to do when they grow up?
I don't know," Shriver said. "As
long as I'm this excited about it and
aa long aa I love it like this, I just
want to do it.
"I still fad young. I feel like I'm
growing up with my students. I

But Shriver does make it home to
Oxford as often as she can to see her
family, which she says is "spread all
over the place but we still manage
to get together for every holiday
and birthday."
"We're a very close, emotional

don't know where I'll be or what I'll
be doing five years from now. I
think while you're happy with
something, don't give it up."

Dollar monster
demands rein
Consumer
Corner

By Sharoa Dale

Staff writer
How do you turn a beautiful
future into a nightmare? First you
have to create a dollar-eating
monster.
Creating a dollar-eating monster
is easy. Al you have to do is buy on
impulse, buy to keep up with other
people, buy emotionally, never say
no to a salesman, forget about savings and forget about shopping
around for bargains.
Your dollar-eating monster will
need lots of monster food.
You can feed it by going on tripe
you can't afford, never stopping to
think about what you owe and buying on credit without counting the
cost.
With this kind of care and feeding,
your dollar-eating monster will have
you in its grip. The need for money
will rule your life.
How can you make a pet out of
such a monster?
To avoid creating and feeding s
dollar-eating monster you need to
make some rules.
Here are some basic ones:
Rule 1. Learn to recognize the difference between wants and needs.
With every purchase consider
whether you want it or whether you
it.
Role 2. Learn to say no to
salesmen.
Prepare some sale resistance
sentences and have them ready. Tell
the salesman firmly and politely
that you aren't in the market for
what he is selling.
Some people don't want to admit
they don't have the money while
other people delight in resisting
sales by reciting how povertystricken they are.

<

Prepare a few good, comfortable
sales resistance techniques and
practice saykig them a few times until you are comfortabte with them
and use them.
Rale 3. Avoid buying on emotion
or impulse With every item you
buy. stop and think. Be honest with
yourself. Consider with each purchase whether you need it or
whether you simply want it.
If you are honest with yourself
and realise that everyone has to
limit their wants, you'll become very
good at avoiding impulsive and
emotional buying.
Rale 4. Always be aware of bow
much money you need to spend each
month for food, clothing, shelter and
transportation. Be able to call up
these figures in your mind at all
times. Also, be able to tell, at any
moment, bow much you owe. Having these figures for instant recall
can help you with sales resistance
and impulsive buying.
Rale 5. Read some books on personal finance and money management. Learn lota of dollar-eating
monster handling techniques and
continue to add to your skills.
Your fjwiw<»i future can be
bright without any dollar-eating
monsters.
Yon must realize you are not
alone. Almost everyone, must learn
how to handle and tarns dollareating monsters in order to have a
great financial future.

Programs administered
(Continued from Page 1)
advisers, pointing out course
equivalencies: what to take at the
community or junior college in order
to transfer, with accreditation, to
Eastern after graduation.
Finally, the Office for Community College Programs administers
the "special program of student readmission to associate degree programs," according to
the
Undergraduate Bulletin.
Each year, Luy said the universi
ty invites those students who
"flunked out" to enter the univer-

sity and major in their choice of the
associate degrees offered.
This re-admission is based on the
students grade point average, the
number of hours attempted and college board Met scores, according to
Luy.
A curriculum contract is drawn
up and only those courses which the
student passed and which apply to
the newly-chosen major, are listed,
Luy said.
The failures remain on the student's transcript, "but ws sort of ignore them," said Luy.
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One Sample Pack with five delicicusly
different one-cup servings.

Gratis

Qofpuccino
■ ihu mm m' vwei

Creamy rich, with an orange twist.

Gratuit

G^EFRANCAIS

Drive-Thru
Now Open 'Til 2:00 A.M.

Smooth and light, French style.
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Kostenfrei

Student Night
Every Tuesday!

Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.

Saor

JridjMxbaMnt
66

Delicious. Like a chocolate after-dinner mint.

if Is
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Gratis

Every Tuesday night with the purchase of
any sandwich - when you present a valid
E.K.U. I.D. - Offer good after 4:00 p.m.
Not valid with any other offer.

S^lsse Mocha

Rich ond chocolatey Swiss.

I
I
I
I
I

HAVE A TASTE ON US.
To get your Free Sample Pock of General Foods'lnternational
Coffees, just fill in this coupon with your name and address ond
send it to: General Foods International Coffees Sample Pack
Offer. PO. Box 4051. Kankakee. Illinois 60902.

I

Ufoft
Hungry?

UP

Name
Ack*e*s_

C0fp0rOtiO^t°81

Limit one request per customer
This offer expires December 15,1982.

FREE" French Fry
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Sports
Hockey's Lisa Loran
leads youthful team
By Dui Kid well
Staff writer
Lias Loran still remembers last
summer as "the greatest thing
that's happened to me in (held)
hockey " And actually, it's not difficult to understand.

More than anything, though.
Loran ssys the people meant as
much as the thrill of competition.
"That was one of the neatest
things. - the closeness that
developed between the players in
just the two or three weeks we were
together. You feel like you' ve I
them all your life," eh

Especially when one considers
that the Colonel senior played with
some of the nation's best hockey
players in the National Sports
Festival Games in IndUnnapolis,
Ind.

Looking ahead to bar life in the
future, Loran says she plans to pursue a career that will link broadcasting or sports commentating.
Regarding held hockey, she will try
to stay in condition after school,
keeping an eye on the opportunities
thst might arise.

As one of the 60 field hockey
players chosen, she says she learned a lot from the coaches ss well as
the other players. If nothing else,
she says she became more competitive and interested in her game.
Loran first plsyed field hockey
seven years ago st Sacred Heart
Academy in Louisville. One of the
things that attracted her to the
sport waa its rarity. She said that
very few people knew about it, and
that only intrigued her more.

She said she will always follow the
game. For now though, she's content to simply "wait and see what
happens."

Lisa Loran

ed. "because we have s young team
that isn't so experienced as those in
the Sports Festival. But, I was s
freshman once and I' ve improved so
Of course, time has psssed since much. I know with time it'll come."
the days she first picked up that
hockey stick.
Yet, her mother and f ether have
had the most impact an her field
This year, for instance, is quite hockey career. When limes were
different even from last season, rough, they were there, offering enwhen the Colonels were Isden with couragement, pushing her to implenty of experience. Only six prove ., They were there in Indianplayers hsve returned from last naoplis. and they have been there st
year, but Loran ssys she looks for- many of the Colonel games. While
they have provided support, they
ward to the challenge.

Spikers
on road
The Colonel volleyball team
travels to Tallahassee. Fla. this
weekend to compete in the Florida
State Invitational.

Dr. Geri Polvino, Colonel head
coach, hopes that her team can
return to its winning ways after two
disspointing losses this past week.
However, it will not be an easy task.
The Florida tournament has been
known to have some of the toughest
competition in the South, and this
year is no exceotion. The Colonels
have foundd themselves in a pool
with Florida State, the host team.
The other teams in the pool or
bracket with EKU include the
University of South Florida.
have also provided confidence, she Jacksonville University, the University of Illinois and Mississippi State
said.
Certainly confidence played an University.
important role during her exCopmpetition in the other pool inperience at the Sports Festival
cludes Morehead State. Central
Games, where the players were
divided into four teams according to Florida. South Carolina. Florida
different regions from around the Southern. Minnesota. North
country. Loran and the other Carolina and Clemson.
players then went through an Olym- Last week, the spikerseasily
pic development camp and were defeated BeJlarmine 15-0, 13-15.
then placed into different groups 15-2 before losing to Wright State
through a process of ebrnina tion ac- 13-15. 4-15. The Colonels also sufcording to their skills.
fered an earlier loss to the UniverLoran was in the highest group, sity of Tennessee.
and went on to compete in the held
Eastern's record now stands at
hockey events.
9-4.
"I think it's mainly improved my At this point in the season, junior
finesse." said Loran. "I learned so Lori Duncan leads the EKU attack,
much this summer, both on offense with 52 lulls in 124 attempts for a
and defense. My stick work wss im- percentage of .290. She also has 17
proved too"
service .

'I learned so much this summer both on
offense and on defense. My stick work
was Improved too.1

"This wil be s rebulding year."
she said. "I think we're going to improve the more we play."
Loran and her teammates practice
two and a half hours every afternoon at the university's Hood Field.
honing skils that are relatively
obscure in the sports.
Though she has been expected to
provide much of the leadership so
far this season at her tight link position, she hasn't forgotten the
humbling memory of her freshman
year.
"When I was s freshman. I looked up to the juniors and seniors to
show me the ropes." she said.
"It's sort of frustrating.'' she add-
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Sidelines

Decisions,
decisions
Don't worry over what othar people are thinking
about you. T%*y'n too busy worrying about what
you 're thinking about them.
- A pester in JOB Satkamp's room
Three weeks ago. Jon Sutkamp decided to quit worrying about what others were thinking and focus instead on what he had been thinking since lsst spring
That he should quit playing football for one of the best
NCAA Division I-AA programs in the country and
begin concentrating more on his pre-medicine studies.
"I haven't really thought about football at all in the
last few weeks except when I listen to s game on the
radio or pick up the paper," said the former Colonel
starting fulback
Jon Sutkamp was never the stereotypical athlete
who lived for the game, the glory, and the Gipper. It
seemed that even when the 5 foot 9. 204-pound
Sutkamp galloped through the defensive line, other
plans, other thoughts, chased him.
"Sometimes, even when I was on the sidelines during a game. I would think to myself. 'What am I doing here? I 've got tests coming up. I should be studying,'" he said.
These days. Sutkamp is too busy organizing his
plans to be a doctor like his fsther to miss the game
that gave him so much and demanded so much more.
Now thst he has had time to explore the pros and cons
of his decision, he says be knows he made the right

choice.
But perhaps which choice he made is not the most
important issue. Maybe, just maybe the most important lesson mixed in all this vat of conflicting commitments is the fact thst Jon Sutkamp made s decision and possesses the guts to live with it.
No matter what others might think
There is courage in that, and there is strength in
the individualism it represents. Football had tugged
on one arm and studies had tugged at the other. Both
demanded a firm dedication, and the sticky situation
demanded a firm decision.
I n his mind, he made the decision hundreds of times
since last spring, but never carried through with it all.
When Jon Sutkamp began to map his future though,
the fear began to wither.
"Ever since I was a kid. I d always dreamed of playing professional football, but I 've always wanted to
be a doctor too." he said. "Football was something
that demanded 100 percent, and my major is
something that demands 100 percent."
There is a lesson for al of us in the former athlete's
dilemna. Priorities are easier ignored than established, but they seldom rest on the sidelines.
No matter what we might like to think
Sutkamp realized that. So he mustered the
willpower to rearrange them. And he should be
respected for that, if nothing else.

Group concept catching
as Colonels win tri-meet
By Mary Rudersdorf
Staff writer
Eastern's women's cross country
team won a tri-meet against
Morehead State University and the
University of Cincinnati last
weekend. In the process, it won the
pride and respect of Rick Erdmann.
the head coach.
"I feel this was the best performance we've had so far this year."
he said. "Besides winning this meet,
we put on a good showing."
Split into two teams. Eastern's Ateam won the meet with 19 points.
The B-team finished second with 57
while Morehead finished third and
Cincinnati ended up fourth.
Leading the pack was Maria
Pazarentzos. who ran the three
miles in 18:29. Second place went to
Linda Davis with a time of 18:32.
Right behind her was another
freshman, Barb Wildermot. who
finished in 18:33.
Lisa Renner. 1981 's conference
champion, finished fifth in the meet

- her first race since injuries sidelined her last November. Paula Garret,
a freshman, finished sixth and Ellen
Barrett ran seventh.
"We had a 27 second «ap between
runner one and runner six." said
Erdmann. "It is important that the
girls stick together (to run) during
the meets. And this was the best
overall group participation we've
had this year.
"We were extremely pleased with
the meet." he added. "It showed we
are making good progress."'

• •••

through a forest.
Erdmann knows that this meet
and the others remaining are designed to prepare his team lor the conference meet Oct. 30 at EKU.
'That will really be the meet that
will hopefully show we've had a successful, winning season" he said.
"The girls have learned how to use
the group concept. They showed
that at Morehead and we won.
We've just got to stick with it and
use it in every meet as well as we did
at Morehead."

The team travels to Boooe. N.C.
Saturday to participate in the Appalachina State Invitational.
Several teams from the East and
Southeast will also be participating.
According to Erdmann. the teams
to watch are Virginia Tech. Davidson University, and East Tennessee
State. Erdmann mentioned that the
course for the meet will present a
different and interesting challenge
to his runners because it winds

Football
Coverage of the football Colonels appears in the Homecoming supplement on pages 6-8.

Go Colonels beat Blue Raiders '
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Xerox Copies
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No Minimum
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Presenting High Bias n and
the Ultimate
Tape Guarantee
Memorex presents High Bias II. a tape so
extraordinary, we're going to guarantee It forever.

Wll guarantee life-like scxini
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,&Mrfs SOUND MOVEMENT
For your sorority.
raternity or any organization
OUR D. J-'s BRING THE MUSIC TO YOU

TOP 40, DISCO, ROCK ft ROLL
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Because Permapass," our unique oxide bonding process, locks
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Consent Decree
reached on suit

This week, students were asked If they voted In the
Homecoming and/or Student Senate elections. All
students polled answered that they dM vote In the
Homecoming elections but not In senate elections.
The students were then asked why they felt
i„ n -i ■ i
§ ■ ,,i as,,,, asj ■
Home coining elections
more ■nwjorvarre man ute
senate elections.

Mark Reed, frealunaa. Powell County, eonetmctioe technology
That was the only chance I had.
It didn't matter to me who I voted
for. The Homecoming candidates
kept harassing me.
Royath Cart wright. freshman, Cynthiaaa, health records technology
I was just down in the place by
the Meditation Chapel I didn't
know where the Student Senate
elections were.

Sue Wentworth, senior, Belfast.
Msine,
medics!
records
administration
I was off campus during Student
Senate elections. I always vote for
Homecoming queen. I Ute to vote in
all campus elections.
Wayne Mattingly, junior. Lebanon,
construction tethnology
I knew someone in Homecoming.
I just didn't bother with Student
Senate.

Laura Gnepper, sophomore. Freemost, Ohio, elementary education
I was there when they were voting
for Homecoming queen. I didn't
even know where or when the Student Senate elections were.
Dsvid Hill, junior. Hopkinaville, industrial education technology
Neither would benefit me, but
some sorority sisters ware involved
in the Homecoming election. Student Senate doesn't benefit me.

Vicki Spinner, senior, Louisville,
corrections and recreation
Cause they gsve me free candy
and I didn't know when Student
Senate elections were.
Jim McGuire, junior, Burgin,
politics! sdeuce
I live off-campus. There's more exposure for the Homecoming queen
elections than there was for the
senate. I didn't even know when it
was.

(Continued from Page 1)
then-president Robert Martin on
Sept. 30. 1974, after the Labor
Department's investigation.
The court document said the
report contained "findings following
an extensive review of possible sex
discrimination in salary determination for faculty of the university."
On Oct. 7.1974. Meyer and other
Labor Department officials met
with the university president and
university counsel John W. Palmore
to discuss the KwuUnga The document said that Meyer presented an
analysis of the salaries of men and
women faculty members employed
in 1972 and 1973.
Using • selected number of
women and man faculty members.
Department of Labor representatives compiled average salary
figures according to rank for this
men and women hired in those
years.
According to the findings, for example, the average salary of six
females with master's degrees who
were hired in 1972 was $8,325, compared to a $10,498 average of 18
men hired the same year with the
same rank.
Paragraph V of the Amended
Complaint of the EEOC. dated Ju-

ly 22, 1982, said the alleged
discrimination dealt with "equal
work on the jobs the performance of
which required equal skill, effort and
responsibility and which are performed under similar working
conditions."
The university submitted to the
court on Jury 22, 1982. an "Answer
to the Amended Complaint," which
denied the factual content of
Paragraph V.
In an affidavit dated May 11.
1982. Powell said that the positions
held by the female faculty members
"are not comparable and do not involve the same skill, effort and
responsibility ss demonstrated in
the attached report."
The affidavit further stipulated
that "the Government was disregarding relevant differences in the skill,
effort and responsibility required for
the various fsculty positions
involved."
The settlement finalees all issues
which could have been raised under
the EPA by the defendants or the
plaintiff for the period beginning
Jan. 28.1976 through July 22.1982,
the date of the Consent Decree.
Jurisdiction for compliance with
the Consent Decree shal remain in
effect until Jan. 1. 1985.

Senate committee studies student rights
By Janet Eddins
Staff writer
The Students Rights and Responsiblities Committee of the Student
Senate is the "essence of what student government is all about," according to Student Association
President Carl Kremer.
Although it is officially open only to student senators, according to
Annette Ohknan, a cabinet member
who works with the committee, any
interested student is encouraged to
attend the meetings and work with
the projects.
"The only difference," Ohlmsn
it

said, "is that only a senate member
may bring up a proposal before the
Student Senate."
The committee, which is the
largest within the student government system, decides what proposals will be brought before the
Student Senate.
All proposals that deal with campus life are researched by the committee. The committee then
presents its findings to the Student
Senate in the form of s bill. The
senate votes on the proposal after
discussion.
If these proposals are passed, ex-

Offering Students a Home Cooked Meal
Away From Home

Just For You At:

If you receive the "Golden Fork"
the raeel you ordered is absolutely free
Chicken

Seafood

Easy Creations Craft Shop

(10% Discount except on specials with valid Student ID)

I

Next to the Thrifty Dutchman Motel

623-9841

Smorgasbord
Peoples Restaurant

Southern Hills Plaza
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
623-5904
Bring a friend and use our tables.
Pay only for supplies used.
END SATURDAY AFTERNOON BLUES!!!!!!!!!!!
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(Dinners Includs: 2 vegetabUa * salad)

Eastern By-Pass

623-0330

$2
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BREAKFAST
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SAVE ON
LARGE PIZZA
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OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 17, 1SS2
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I
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625 E. Main Street, Richmond, Ky.
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HOMECOMING SPECIAL

INVITES YOU TO

JOIN THE CLUB!
1. WEE T-SHIRT, with school colors
A $6 00 value
2. $1 00 worth of FREE GAMES each
week for 52 weeks A $52.00 value
3 Special game pricing at selected
times throughout the year
A $2000 plus value
4. Mailings from time to time giving
information on new games, promotions
and contests which we will sponsor

Where you cen receive
cash from 25 different
banks throughout Kentucky.

Three Locations:
Main Office - Main Street
Branch Office - Eastern By-Pass
Branch Office • Water Street

Phone 623-2747
MEMBER FDIC

RECORDSMITH
ALBUMS ■ TAPES ■ TICKETS

New Releases By:
Billy Joel, Springsteen, Rush, Log
gins, Plart, R.E.O., Townshend,
Thorogood.
With Coupon
LP only
Expires Oct. 13, 1982

[Behind Jerri's, _on theBy-Pass

c

Stop Winter
From Stopping
Your Car

CLASSIFIEDS

Pitfall, Donkey Kong. Megamania,
other Video Games. RECORDSMITH. 623-5058.

-5058
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Look better with BOGIE'S Barber I
& Style. Behind Recordsmith. L
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STUDENT REP. NEEDED to promote our annual Spring Break trips
to Florida and our Winter Ski Tripe.
Repa. receive FREE TRIPS plus
commission. Call or Write:
COASTAL TOURS INC., P.O.
BOX68. OAK FOREST. IL 60452
(312)636-3212.
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Home of the 24-Hour Banker*
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Some of Ohlman's hopes this year
arre to schedule more activities on
weekends, especially Friday nights,
to increase the hours of the athletic
facilities, the library and the Powell
Building.

MADISON NATIONAL BANK

Of*£ COUPON PC P. PIZZA

Osaa 11 .Ja-ta lip-.
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is welcome to come to any of our
meetings and get involved in any of
the committees." The Student
Senate meets every Tuesday at 4:30
p.m. in the Jaggers Room of the
Powell Building.

students want, so they will know
Student Senate is working for
them," said John Martin, a cabinet
member also involved with the
committee
"We need to know what students
want," said Ohlman. "That's why
we are planning programs such as
the door-to-door survey in October,
when we wfll go around to all the
dorms and ask students what they
want."
"If students want something
changed, they shouldn't feel they
have to wait for us to come to
them," said Ohlman. "Any student

EKU Students!!
I Attention
I
We Have Something

Colonial Inn"

Steaks

plained Oblrnan, they are sent to the
Board of Regents.
According to s Student Senate
fact sheet, by working through the
university system, the senate nearly doubled open house hours in
1982, increased open lobby hours
until 2 a.m. and established summer
open house hours in addittion to
several other improvements.
All of these improvements began
with a proposal brought before the
senate by the Student's Rights and
Responsibilities Committee, according to Ohlman.
'^e want to work for what

Offer Expires 10-1442

JUNGLE KING

TRON
MOON PATROL
Good only at participating locations. One coupon per
customer. Not valid in conjunction with any other
offer No cath value Thit coupon valid only
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Opportunity for Ambitiou. People.
Dignified, IntereaUng, Good Earn
ing Potential. Full or Part-Time. We
Show You How. Phone 6234617.
Dear Kaos; why do men from the
south use more dental floaa than
men from the north. Signed MACA.
For Sale - 1976 MG Midget, must
sell, price negotiable. Orange and
black with rally wheels. Call Jackie.
6294)070 after 6:30 pro
James V oik.wagon RepairsRepairs & service on V.W. Also new
& used parts for sale. 623-7627
Take "out an ad in this space. Buying, selling trading, classifieds can
get your point across. Stop by
Wallace Room 348 or call 622-1629
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Police Beat

News Capsule
Audubon series
enters 21st season

Creed explored the quarter-of-a
million aquare miles of rivers, mountains, tundra and forests with dor
sleds, airplanes and kayaks.
Tha film looks at Alaska's eagles,
moose, bighorn sheep, its 20
varieties otfish and other life cycles.
The National Audubon Society,
which recently celebrated its 76th
year, has more than 460,000
members, 10 region si offices, and
about 470 chapters nstionwide.
The second Audubon Wildlife film
for the semester will be presented
Tuesday. Nov. 9. and is titled, "On
the Trail of the Arctic Char."

The Slat season of the Audubon
. WOdHJs Film Series wll begin Tuesday. Oct. 12 with Ken Owed a "Wild
and Wonderful Alaska," to bo
pre*anted at 7:30 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium.
The university will offer four
Audubon films throughout tha
1963-83 term - two each semester.
The films are scheduled by tha
Department of Biological Sciences
through tha National Audubon
Society headquarters in New York
City.
Tickets far the films are available
at tha door or in advance from Dr.
Sophomore's having an interest in
Pete Thompson in the biology
' public service, a grade point average
department (622-29491
of 3.0 and a major in a field of study
Semester tickets, good for two
that will permit admlaainti to a
Audubon Wildlife films, are S3 and
graduate program lifting to a
single admission tickets are $1.75.
career in government may apply for
In the Brat film of the series. a Truman Scholarship
Creed.
naturalist
and
The Harry S Truman Scholarship
cinematogrspher. from Atlanta, Program waa established by Contakes a look at Alaska - the last gress as a memorial to President
great North American wilderness
l scholarships
Truman. Each year, 79
|ja.«i«g-.aa.......^^.7.
.'^gSrI

Grants available

are awarded in a nation-wide
•Report of the Council on
competition
Academic Affaire.
Scholarships cover tuition, feaa.
-Nursing Students State Board
books and room and board to a maxPerformance
imum of $5,000 annually for up to 3.Administrative Affaire
four years.
-Madison County School Board
For more si formation aid applicaProposal
tion materials, contact Dean Russell
1-ong Range Planning
F. Enzie, Roark 106, 622-3386 .
-Report of Committee on
before Oct. 22.
University Farms
Progress Report - Management
Review Report
IBusineee Affairs
-Election of Options under House
BUI 622
The following is the tentative
Financial Report for fiscal year
agenda for the next Board of
1982
Regents meeting scheduled for Oct.
Budget amendments
9 at 9:30 am.:
Capital projects
1 Personnel Affairs
5-Other Bi
2Academlc Affairs

Regents agenda
announced f

St AIR

The following reports were made
to the Office of Public Safety last
week:
SHK. 24;
Leiaa Vast nib of Case Hall reported
that aha had a bag stolen at the Powell
. Grill. Tha bag and ita contents were
valued at $36.
The fiw»—atins CaaiwUaa rsporfd
that a venduur machine waa broken into. All viaible items wars slolsn.
Joan E. Chasher of Duprae Hall and
Charles R Jeaaaea of Kssna Hall ware
arrested for indecent exposure during a
panty raid.
Sept. 26:
Jeffrey P. Treadway of Keane Hall waa
arrested for driving under the influence
of intoxicant*
Bosnia Kroaaasadur. 831 Brockton,
reported that $ 160 worth of clothing waa
stolen from the laundry room on tha 100
block of Brockton on Aug 37.
Tracey Lower? and Veronica Stewart,
both of Case Hall, reported that S36 waa

atolan from their room.
Saot 26*
Michels Las* of Cass Hall reported
that her purs* containing $10 was stolon
from her room. The puree was later
returned, minua the $10.
Sept.28:
Brawl BwaWofToddHsJI waa arrested
for driving under the influence of
intoxicants
KrietiL. Speae-eobwg of Telford Hall
reported that a backpack was stolsn
from the University Bookstore book
drop. The pack and its contenU ware
valued at $100.
Michael Hail of Commonwealth Hall
reported that the door of hie car was
kicked in.
Sept.30Matthew A. Ayera of Duprae Hall waa
arrested for driving under the influence
of intoxicants.
The ass i assay reported that a window
was broken out at Walter. Hall by sn
unknown object.

^V

FORCE NURSING.

A lot of hard work is required before you're
accepted as an Air Force nurse. You must com?lete nursing school and boards and qualify,
hen your future as an Air Force officer and
nurse begins with presentation of the insignia
of your new rank. It's a bright and fulfilling
future. You'll work with the Air Force health
care team and be responsible for direct patient
care.
If you qualify and wish to compete, you may
specialize in a number of areas. If you want to
pursue higher educational goals, the Air Force
offers many opportunities.
Air Force nursing. Unlimited opportunity and
excellent health care. An Air Force nurse recruiter has details.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF
LIFE.

{HOMECOMING SPECIAL!
Saturday Oct. 9th Only

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE:
Imperial Burger;

HOURS:

IT MAY BE FOR YOU.
Sgt. Mike Phllllpa
415 Eastern Bypsss. Richmond. KY 4047S
(606) 623-0418
rot Me

^

miHSPECIAL!!!!!!
******

EKU UNIVERSITY
FILM SERIES

For One Week Only ******

|2 FOR 1 CAR WASH:

For additional information,
call 622-3855.

Boy One Car Wash And Gat Next One Free!
10-1442

The University Film Series is provided for students, all employees of the University, and their
families. The admission charge is $1.50per person and
the films are shown seven nights a week in the Ferrell
Room. Please note time of each film as they may vary.

Charley's Car Wash
Big Hill Avenue

PLASMA
DONORS
earn as
much as

OCTOBER
Friary « lawrtty. I 4 2
Time Bandits
7:00 a 9 00
batty. Hasan a TaNasy. 1 4. * 5
Rocky III
700 8:45*10:15
Tawna* • Mas). B. 7 I 8
Body Heat
7:00 ft 9 00
later sty. »•••»» « Masai,. » 10 a II
MASH
BOO
Taeatty A wiaawiw. 12 0 13
American Gigolo
7:00 & 900
Thsrss**. Frist, i lawrtry. 14. IS a II
Star Wars
7:00 4 900
lastly. Meets, 4 Taa*a*>. 17. II 4 II
House ol Wax 3-0
7:00 & 9:00
Tsarist, 4 Frlety. 20. 71 4 22
Chariots ol Fire
7:00 & 9 00
leave*, 4 lasts, 23 4 24
This is Elvis
7:00 & 9 00
. Tastes, 4 weens, at, » 2« 4 27
Absence of Malice
,
.
7:00 & 900
TaaTiaay. a
No Movie — Go to the game EKU vs Murray
8 00
Fries,. Satsrit, 0 Seats, 21 30. 31
Conan the Barbarian
7:00 & 9 00

$

70°°AMONTH

while helping others
BW.BU.HU. I »S 00

ISO. mat. n:BH:M

.«./»<>S

11:30 LATE IHOW
Rocky HI
Rocky HI
MASH
MASH
Star Wars
Star Wars
This is Elvis
This is Elvis
Conan the Barbarian
Conan the Barbarian

MIDNIGHT MOVIE
Body Heat
Body Heat
American Gigolo
American Gigolo
House ot Wax 3-0
House of Wax 3-0
Absence ol Malice
Absence ol Malice
Poltergeist
Poltergeist

Friafi. I
Marl*. 2
Fries,- I
Maraty. 9
Frit*. IS
Maraty. II
Fries,. 22
Mare*,. 23
Fries,. 21
Mar sty. 30

NOVEMBER
Or*
■sassy. Tssaesy 4 WsSeatat,. 1.2 4 3
Poltergeist
Tkensay. Fries, 4 Marts,. 4 5 4 B
Firefox
Seat*. Matty 4 TaaeSty.7 « 4 9
Rocky
WeSaastt, I Taarsesy. III II
Stripes
Frlssy. IsaKBSy 4 lew
It IIIM
Prince ol tr* City
■sassy. Tsssasy a «rs
as*, is. it «i7
The Seduction
r. it II a a
Tharsssy Frits, 4 M
Shoot the Moon
laseey. ■saesy I Tea
.21. s« a
The Beast Within
■astsy 71
The Shining

I LATE SHOW
Rocky
Rocky
Prince ol the City
Prince of the City
Shoot the Moon
Shoot me Moon

IT MOVIE
Stripes
Stripes
The Seduction
The Seduction
The Beast Wrthm
The Beast Wrthm

TBB*S*|.30

2001

DECEMBER
2001
Friesy latartay 4 ssatsy 3. 4 4 5

IEX1CAN
RESTAURANT
Best wishes during Homecoming

IS

Tears*? Mta* I Mwta, 0 II111
Massing
Isetay. 12
My Fair Lady
■sassy 4 T seees, 13 4 14
Grease I
Wit—asy 4 Tksrsaty. 15 4 H
Hat* Dolly

2001
2001
Missing
Missing

7, I

14-Th. Ent«m

Niw?

Co-op education provides opportunities
(CoaUnned from Page 1)
faculty."
There are currently 22 faculty
Coordinators of co-op. Next
semester, four more will be added.
Noah said the faculty coordinators, which are released by the
deans of their colleges, are paid
regular salary for their duties. Some
work full-time, some half-time and
some quarter-time.
According to Noah, the full-time
faculty coordinators get a reduction
in their teaching load.
"The major responsibility of the
faculty coordinators is to inform
students on this campus that co-op
education is an option they ought tc
consider," said Noah.
The faculty coordinators are alsc
responsible for visiting their co-op
students on the job to check their
progress and evaluate them for
grades.
The number of hours a student
receives for a particular job assignment is determined by the faculty
coordinators.

According to Noah, after a student is placed in a job, the co-op office sends a Memorandum of
Understanding to the employer on
which the employer documents exactly what type of work the student
will be doing the length of the work
period, the hours and the wages.
The returned Memorandums are
sent to the faculty coordinators,
who review it and determine the
amount of academic credit the student will receive.
A student must work at least 80
hours to receive one hour of
academic credit.
"My job is to get the students as
much work experience as they can
poaaibly get," Noah said, "It is the
faculty coordinators' responsibility
to see that the academic credit is
properly awarded and not just given
away."
This semester, five new positions
will be established withing the coop office: an assistant director, two
job developers, a career counselor
and a research developer.

Noah said the major responsibility of the assistant director will be
to oversee the job developers.
The job developers, Noah said,
will identify and recruit potential
employers and "communicate
regularly with the assistant director
to determine the types of
assignments needed."
Noah said the co-op office places
students with federal and state
government agencies as well as with
private employers.
He said the wages of students
"run all the way from minimum
wage to the highest wage we've ever
had a student earn - $11.50 an
hour."
The responsibility of the career
counselor is to meet with potential
co-op students, organize them into
groups and give them a "general
orientation about the co-op program
and the world of work," said Noah.
He said the research specialist will
organize a computerized management information system.
Noah said he plans to work mote

with student organizations, particularly the minority and women's
groups, and with the curriculum
committees of the nine colleges.
But regardless of the work of the
faculty and the administrative office, Noah said the students are
most important to the success of coop"The thing that will sell the co-op
program more than anything else is
the student that goes out and comes
back and'is so eager to tell the story
of how truly successful his or her coop assignment really is."
Noah said if a student has a job
that he or she thinks could qualify
for co-op credit, the student should
contact the faculty coordinator of
his department. However, Noah
said there is a "rule against credit
after the fact"
The faculty coordinators for the
fall semester are as follows:

> H. flea
■llllll
■ lain U>Onwlil HwMwH—
Gsaaatal ArUaadHa
Jaarn Ubbay-Aria aad Ha
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CaUaaa
Kaaaatk Grim*-A.
Daiay Fraaca-I
Kaat RoyaltyOaal
Jaam AlfaraV
r siai afSm.iii.

tratlaa

Callaga *f Haaltb. P.E. IUCTMUM 4
AlfeMkK
Daa CaJKri-Haalth
Is— naiawiht ■
il.i
Calks* of L«w filiniali
BmWilkfMon«liM
Willan Ab.ay. Richard B.»ar« Ron
Hopfciaa-FIra PamaUaa aaa Caatral
Larill* RabacfcfoUc* AaaUalanttaa)
Baa Knafci Traffic Salrt,
CaUaea of Nataal 4 Mathaa»atfcal Sdaaeaa:
Biefcaraaaak
CaUaea af Social A Bakavior.1 Sdaacaa:
OiaaaBaaary

Calla,. af AUM Haaltb >aa N.rai««:

Ken Noah

Quality Printing Our Specialty

MIMCLM

CaUaa* of AasMa. Art. aaa Iwaawleaf!

Wasf r

Welcome Back Students

DR. W. R. ISAACS
DR. C. L DAVIS
DR. DON RICHARDSON
OPTOMETRISTS

PRINTING CO.

Complete Eye Exam
Contact Lens (All Types) In Stock
Etxtended-wear Contact Lenses
Fashion Frames

623-3358

228 W. Main St.

Richard McDonald- owner
Crickett Portwood
Mary Anderson
Tyronna Smith Riley
Maxine Rose

Official Printers of Pike Calendar

304 WEST IRVINE STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 40475
625-3206

Open 8 Til ?

Richmond's Complete Printing Typesetting Center

Taulbee Music Center

WE'RE MOVING!

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS

I

Bluegrass to Rock - Beginner to Pro

The Hairmaster's Salon

Free Make Over

WE'VE GOT IT ALL
Featuring:
j
Washburn, Dean, Kelsey, QSC, AKg, DOD, A.T.,
Seymour Duncan, and much, much more
j

152 Killarney Lane - Room 101
624-9825

Check us out, you'll be glad you did
Moving from 218 S.Portcr to 112 St.George
Formally Coiffure Creations

9:00 - 5:00 Monday - Saturday

624-2986
139 Killarney Lane

■

Behind Holiday Inn

Call for an appointment today!

IF YOU'RE CONSIDERING AN

HOMECOMING!!
October 9

RICHMOND SrZEL
WASH &
ALTERATIONS

.and leave the driving to us

YOU WASH OR WE CAN
. WA8H FOR YOU
MON-FRI.
Bam-aam

Plan now to meet with representatives from
the Oral Roberts University School of Business
on campus next week to answer your questions.
Find out how you can dramatically increase
your job potential and chances for
advancement with an MBA. In ORUs School of
Business you'll learn to make an impact as a
Christian professional, and you'll have
opportunities for practical business experience
in economically-secure lulsa, Okla.
Contact your campus placement office today
for complete details on this upcoming ORU visit
to your college. Or call Bob Wenker, ORU
Coordinator of Business Admissions, toll-free
at 1-800-331 -5568.
(Both business and nonbusiness
majors welcomed!)
—-

SAT.
9em-5pm
SUN
10am-apfn

3rd STREET

(624-2135)

HEADING FOR
LAW SCHOOL!

Oral
Roberts
University

CONSIDER
HARVARD
Corns ask us questions
on Thurs. 10/14

7777 South Lewis Avenue
Tulsa, Okla. 74171

at 1:30 p.m.

in Table. Stud. Union
Everyone welcome
Women and minorities especially

DOUG'S MENS WEAR

MAIN ST. & UNIV. SHOPPING CENTER

Homecoming Sale
25% OFF
Every item in both Doug's no.l & Doug's no. 2. Thats
right every item mens and womens 25% OFF
•a

Sale Good Thro Sat. 9th

r

NEW SCHEDULES
PHONE- 623-2810

10:10am
1:00pm
5:05pm
11:00pm

10:88am
1:48pm
8:48pm
11:38pm

2:55pm
3:50pm
8:18pm

-

AR 1:25pm - 1:48pm
'" 4:00pm
AR 8:05pm - 8:20pm
1:40am

-TUB EA&r6NtI*06l&&-

HOMECOMING

2-TIM

Floats, dorms
to be adorned
By Tim Thin ealiisij
New. editor

Ones again it is time far floats,
dorm decorations and all the
other activities associated with
Homecoming.
If an organization wants to expreas its creativity, the two
areas in which it can do so are
through float construction and
dormatory decoration.
Not only doss the participation give them a chance to vent
their creative talents, it also may
provide them with a little cash
on the aide. A priie is awarded
to the winners of both
competitions.
Three judges will be viewing
the floats and two judges will be
evaluating
the
dorm
decorations.
According to Dr. Howard
Allen, dean of men and coordinator of the judging, the floats
will be judged on three criteria:
theme, beauty and originality.
The judges will rate each of
these on a scale of one to five
oints. with five being the
Allen said that the judges will
view the floats before the parade
as they sit on Park Drive. Then,
after they start rolling, the

judges wfll view them once more
from their stand in front of the
court house on II sin Street.
The route the floats wil follow
starts at Park Drive and will
continue along Lancaster
Avenue to Main Street Prom
there the floats wil proceed to
Third Street before making their
way back to campus.
The Boats will then be parked
at the Begley Let so they can be
viewed during the game.
Homos decorations are judged
similarly, in that beauty and
originality era worth the
greatest number of points,
followed by the time and effort
spent, theme and campus
Two regulations must be
observed by the dorms, according to Allen. Only the outside
of the dorms will be viewed and
no live objects or sound effects
are allowed in the decorations.
The five judges for both the
float competition and the dorm
decorating oompetion are nonstudents and are chosen by the
Homecoming committee
All registered organizations
are eligible to compete and each
is required to pay a S10 entry
fee.

HOPPER'S
JEWELRY
134 W. MAIN ST
623-6816

ROSES

Donna Cecil

University Shopping
Center

For a beautiful look during Homecoming

624-0001
Shop
Roses
and
Save
•ye*.

JmH. Pals**** aad Roe* Lovely xanl. bars, i
paffeta aad chiffo. Th*. are the bats for fail aad whiter.
These aed other holiday fashions are available at:

Anita's Bridal Boutique
i

Southtm HUU Fbua
tj2<-3aw

Suzanne Fawbuah has chosen an ontfit that can be worn for a dressy
night on the town or a casual comfortable everyday look. Her pants an
the popular"Buffalo Junction"
pleated leg corduroys, and her blouse
is of a washable silk-like fabric with
a ruffled tuxedo front.

For that comfortable casual look.
fioWnJIendrickjoa is wearing a matching prairie skirt with a ruffled neck
blouse, in a pretty state blue color.
This is also available in a rustic
brown pattern. To finish her outfit
■be baa chosen a pair of fur lined
c
«™> suede western style boots.
"--ssSJaWJIajSMSSSMM
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Joy Hagen

Ann Hatburton

DnkJ. ■■

1-1-1

Carol Kimmel

Robin Lovely

Angela Hamilton
1981 Queen
Nicely

Michelle O'Bryan

Mary Oaborne

Julie Paiachek

ROBERTS MOTOR
SERVICE

Candidate's photos
by Rob

SPARE
CHANGE
SPECIALS

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
FOR THE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY

Lee Jeans
$17.99

SAME LOCATION
Sine* 1946

Oxford Shirt
$12.99

123Ch»rchSt
623-3970

Crew Neck
Sweater
S14.99

Looter Motor Co.

Corduroy
Blazer
$29.99

623-4434

CMKPJUU

SUBARU'S A
SPECIALITY

AFTER THE GAME

What could taste finer... whole wheat &
white thick crust w/I2delicious toppings!
»

FAST FREE DELIVERY

Laxlngton - 269-J3A6 - Eucltd * Attend in Chavy Chass

10% DISCOUNT TO EKU
STUDENTS ON LABOR
III ■. IrtlML

irord A wool)

25% off all
dresses
Michele O'Bryan is
wearing a vested tuxedo black dress useful
for most any occasion.

Mchmond - 624-2424 - 263 East Main

University Shopping
Center

Katherine Fulcher is
modeling a pair of Lee
jeans with an oxford
shirt and a crew neck
sweater. She tops her
outfit with a corduroy
blazer.

4-Th.

Thursday, October 7, 1M2

Activities
scheduled

Powell reflects
years passed

By Dr. J.C Powell
WwBto president
The request from the Progress
that I compare the changes in
Homecoming that have occurred
since I joined the university
staff in 1960 has provided an opportunity to reflect on the 22
Eastern Homecoming's during
the intervening years.
Homecoming '82 will contain
the same basic elements as
Homecoming '60. The day will
feature the traditional parade,
complete with marching hands,
student organization floats,
queen candidates and other
units. The buffet luncheon in the
Keen Johnson Building will provide an opportunity to greet old
friends and former faculty. The
crowning of the Homecoming
queen will precede the football
game and hopefully, the returning alumni will witness a victorious Colonel team. Dormitory
and campus decorations, dances
and other activities will continue
to be enjoyable parts of
HomecoBiingThe changes in Homecoming
through the years have come
about through the changes in
Eastern itself. In 1960, we were
a college of about 3,000 students

and graduating classes to that
time had bean relatively small.
To the alumni, the basic
Homecoming unit was the
graduating class. Through the
years, the university grew and
the graduating class grew, until
we now graduate in • year
almost as many parsons as were
enrolled hen in 1960.
Graduates of these more recent years identify closely with
their academic department and
with their college within the
university; as well as with
organisations (we had no Greek
organizations in 1960) to which
they belonged aa students. An
important part of Homecoming
today are the several reunions of
various departments, colleges,
athletic teams, bands and
organizations.
But, I also detect from these
larger groups of returning alum
ni. a love and loyalty for Eastern
that was one of the first things
1 noticed and came to appreciate
when I became affiliated with
Eastern.
Perhaps it ia due to this sense
of pride in Vlma mater that,
despite the changes, the important aspects of Homecoming remain the same.

An alumni awim meet will kick
off the Homecoming festivities
this weekend at 7 p.m. Friday
Oct. 8. in the Don Combs
Natorium.
The Homecoming dance will
begin at 9 p.m. Friday in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom
The dance will feature the
dacwrafione ef Lambda Sigma.
the music of the Nfcklo Blues
Band and the 16 Homecoming
queen finaU-ta.
Drees ia semi-formal Stag
tickets are $3. drag $5 and are
available at thai Student Activities Ofice in the Powell
Building or at the door.
The annual parade will begin
at 10 am. Saturday. Oct. 9. in
front of Model Lab School and
will travel down Lancaster Ave.
to downtown Richmond. It will
feature a 6,000 meter run along
with .the quean candidates,
Shriners and floats.
There will be a Homecoming
buffet from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday in the Grand Ballroom
of the Keen Johnson Building.

J.C. Powell

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
"A Sneak Preview"
T-shirts - Books - Jerseys
Low Prices - Storew.de Bargains
LOOK FOR THE SIGNS!

IS TC^IORROW!

University Book & Supply

Opsa
M-rtM7
Sat. • US

•CASH ft CARRY

Special Only
For Roses Day
***".No».8
VILLAGE FLORIST
125S. 3rd

CE3-4MI

E»pras yuur ihuughti with Special ■*,< ^/ Care"

'^

PEACE CORPS
Next to food, what the world needs most is
someone who knows how to grow it.
If you have a degree or experience in:
Fun Operations
Biology
Dairying
Agronomy
Horticulture
Forestry
Swine
Sheep

Agricultural Economics
Wildlife 4 Fisheries
Veterinary Medicine
Range Msnngement
Irrlgntion
Crop Sciences
Cattle

Agricultural Education
Agricultural Journalism
Agricultural Engineering
Artificial insemination
General Farming 4
Ranching Experience
Poultry Production

Call or write Peace Corps Representative
104 Bradley HaH
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY
40506

_fc

OFF CAMPOS

^*H*t*«H»»ttt«tt*<rrtt«HNrtt*t<

Remember the Homecoming Parade Saturday 10 a. m

JCPenney
-DOWNTOWN-

Mary Osborne

Tweed wool blazer with solid
color along with wool skirt
that splits in front and button
tab closer on Ivory colored
ruffler blouser.
Taupe asymmetrical sling
heels

Ann Haliburton

Navy wool executive pinstripe
suit with a white poly cotton
blouse with lace trim & pearl
buttons
Navy strippy vamp heels

■^atefcyajnh

)
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Alumnus Babbage: achieving destiny
By Mary Raderadorf
SUff writer
Alumni from all over will be
returning to Eastern for this
weekend's
Homecoming
festivities and among them will
be university graduate Bob
Babbage.
Currently a Lexington
councilman-at-large, Babbage
has come a long way since his
graduation nine years ago.
The former student regent and
Progrem editor is the president
of his own firm. Keen-Babbage
Management, in Lexington.
Babbage founded the firm in
1980. The firm provides insurance brokerage and the
management of companies. His
primary clientele are in association with Mutual of New York.
In 1961. Babbage became the
youngest individual elected to
the Urban County Council. He
received a total of 23.408 votes,
the largest vote ever handed to
an at-large candidate.
"I have been involved in
government before." said Babbage. "I wonted with Gov. Ford.

Mayor Petitt. Gov. Carroll and
Gov. Brown. I also worked with
Vice President Mondale in
Washington. One thing just led
to another and I ended up where
I am today."

bage said he had a chance to
"either get involved in politics or
get in the newspaper side."
"I was lucky enough to work
for radio stations and on Channel 27," Babbage said. "I spent
one summer as the lowest ranking reporter on the Chicago
Tribune. I also spent two years
as a reporter for the New York
Times. If you express an interest
there's a good chance you'll get
hired whether the pay is very
good at first is another thing."

Babbage is a native of Lexington. His title while assisting
Vice President. Mondale was
White House assistant for advance on assignments. While
working with the past three
governors of Kentucky, he was
a management consultant, administrative assistant for intergovernmental affairs and a
legislative intern.
He was an administrative
assistant to the mayor of Lexington. He was also Public Service Employment Director in
central Kentucky.
"I grew up around politics and
around
the
newspsper
business." said Babbage. "I had
an interest in public affairs from
the very beginning My grandfather was governor from 1939
to 1943. The Keen Johnson
Building was named for him."
While he was in college. Bab-

Madison
Flower Shop
400 E. Main St.
6231601

For All Your Floral
Needs During
Homecoming

Babbage is presently continuing graduate study at the
University of Kentucky. He is
Specializing in diplomacy and international commerce. He
graduated from Eastern with
degrees in journalism and
political science.
Babbage is a deacon at the
Central Christian Church in Lexington, chairman of the board

As the first chairman of the
Kentucky Youth Leadership
Seminar/Hugh O'Brien Program. Babbage was active in the
Jaycee-sponsored project that
brings together exceptional high
school sophomores.
Babbage offers this advice to
aspiring individuals who feel
they are destined to achieve:
"Push yourself, get the experience, and it will lead to good
things. People recognize quality
and they'll reward quality and
they'll reward integrity. Good
things will come to people who
hsve the values and your
superiors will see *,"

Bob Babbage
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full Information—writ* lo:
2442 E. Coillwr S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508
(A Program ol Trinity Christian College)

The Little House
WO'., SOOTH THIRD STREET

Best Wishes To The Colonels

for the Kentucky Alcoholism
Council a member of the charter
class of Leadership Lexington, a
member of the boards of Artsplace and the Urban League, and
is active in forming the Goals for
Lexington program.

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Carol Kimmel

Lffl
Elizabeth Cummins
1

I TROPICAL HOUSE
STARTER SET

10 GALLON AQUARIUM KIT: Everything for the new hobbyist
Each kit contain!
1
10 q*i aquarium
1- XP 440 air pump
1 -8" Therm. Flow heater
1 - Lofc Tile plastic 2 gang valve
I Bubbler Corner Filter
1 -8'airline tubing
1 -Aqua Mrtt 4" air bar
1 -Aqua Temp Thermometer
1 -3"QUK* Net
1 Carbon/F loss
1 - Your F irst Aquarium Handbook

REG. $39.49
~ Coupon fqr $3.00 In Fish
623-7223 j With purchase of Starter Set:
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Woolums' game a family affair

Tuck Woolum

By John Hanson
StaH writer
Some families raise doctors.
Some raise lawyers.
The Woolums of Pineville
raise quarterbacks.
Gary "Tuck" Woolum, the
Colonels'
senior starting
quarterback, is the third in aline
of successful quarterbacks in the
Woolum family.
His father. Dr. Jerry Woolum,
was an all-state quarterback at
Richmond Madison under EKU
head coach Roy Kidd from 1957
to 1969. Then he went to the
University of Kentucky where
he earned a starting role from
1960 to 1962.
Tuck's older brother Kerry
was the quarterback at Richmond Madison from 1963 to
1966 and then went on to the
University of Miami where he
played for four years.
Jerry Woolum and his family
moved to Pineville in 1972 and
sat up a medical practice in the

C/VMPUS
$8.50 guys
$13.50 gals
Qam-Spm
NO Appoin
Professional hairs tying fas a convenient location. 20 years
combined experience and continued trailing qualify us to
provide yon with the Mot in haa- core. Save a trip, visit too
Campus Style Shop.
Ready to Serve Yon:
Thomas Tye
Marsha Markel

In his senior season. Tuck
signed with Eastern.
"There was never much doubt
on where I was Voing to play college footbal," he said. "Some
other schools recruited me, but
I wanted to play hare."
Wookun's playing time was
limited as a freeshmsn. and
there was talk that he might be
red-shirted, which would have
given him an "extra" year of
eligibilty.
But after starting quarterback
Bill Hughes suffered an injury,
Woolum was pressed into action.
In a game aginst Midde Tennessee - Eastern's opponent this
Saturday in the Homecoming
game at'Hanger Field - the kid
from Pineville directed the team
on an 80-yard scoring drive in his
first series of plays
He also played in the team's
championship game that year
and led the Colonels to a score.
"Playing si the paaaWisananp
not getting red

small southeastern Kentucky
town.
"My father never pushed me
into football," said Tuck, "but
he's always helped and encouraged me. I've been around
the game as far back as I can
remember, and I've always really liked football"
His father used to take him to
practices when he was only
seven months ok) -s time when
the nickname was bora.
"The players on the team
started calling ma Tucky' which
is short for Kentucky," said
Tuck.
Tuck Woolum appeared on the
football scene in 1976 when he
began playing for Pineville High
School as a freshman Ha moved into the starting quarterback
position as a sophomore and led
the Mountain Lions to three consecutive district titles, not to
mention a regional championship and a trip to the state semifinals Airing his junior year.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
by Jim Cox Studio
Weddings"II I
Portraits
Passports-Fast
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Copy & Restoration
Senior Portraits
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Or~ i«t*s-SM. i*t*i2
218 S. Porter Drive

Angela Rhodus
Debbie Chamber lain

Next to the grat
Powell Building, BJC.U.

Owner: Mattie Raff lag

ALPHA DELTA PI
Congratulates
Our
New
Initiates

Mary Grider
This fitted, corduroy trimmed
blazer has front and back princess
seams for a dean unclutered look.
Back zip skirt with side seam
pockets compliments the styling of
the blazer. This is a classic study
in fine tailoring from Wrangler
Junior Sportswear.

Linay Broderick
Bonnie Fisher

Lori Burton

Getting down to basics in a corduroy skirt with front slit, with a
button down collar blouse and
sweater vest from Wrangler Junior
Sportswear. Tights by Danskins.

K..C

«.

ileshlag | shoes

Jill Parker

sMrted...worthwhile,'' Woolum
said.
He played behind Chris Isaac
(now in the Canadian Football
League) as s sophomore and a
junior.
"I was land of disappointed with
my playing time as a junior, but
I went in and talked to coach
Kidd and he cheered me up,"
said Woolum
The burden of the starting
quarterback position fell on his
shoulders this season, and Kidd
says he has handled it wall.
"I think Tuck has done a very
good job," he said "He's done
a very good job in passing
especially."
He currently leads the Ohio
Valley Conference in passing
completing 39 of 74 pas SOB for
five touchdowns and a 62.7
percentage. He has also passed
for 643 total yards and has gained 64 yards rushing.
"I'm pleased with mine and
<Sse TUCK, Pag* 71
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Tuck runs triple option play with future

(continued from page
pajre 6)
the team's effort so far,"
Woolumsaid.
"I think we deaerve to be ranked No. 1, but we're going to have
to be ready bacauaeevryone will
be shooting far us."
Woolum say a ha hopes to
graduate in December or May
with a degree in physical education. After that, he said he might
like to go into coaching or work
in his uncle's insulation company in Laxmgtom.

Also, there is also the possibil
ty of a professional football
career - especially when one considers the success of Isaac, not
to mention the formation of the
new United States Football
League.
"I'm not counting on any type
of pro career," said Woolum.
"But if I have a good year. 111
probably go to a couple of try out
camps."
He isn't the last of the quarterbacks in the Woolum family.

Eric Woolum is a sophomore at
Pineville and is enjoying his second season as the school's starting quarterback.
Phis. Mark Woolum. a seventh
grader, is the starting quarterback on the junior high team
that his father helps coach.
The eldest Woolum said there
is not any great secret for Us
sons' success in football.
"They've all been brought up
around football and it 'has
always been talked about quite

a bit," he said, adding that he attends nearly all the games his
sons play
He has missed only three
EKU games in four years and attends all the Pineville games.
For the Woolums, football is
definitely a family affair.

NCAA I-AA Football Poll
1. Eastern Ky.
2. Grambllag

3 Miami (Ohio)
4. Holy Cross
6. Bowling Green
6. Colgate

••••

7.
8.
9.
10.

Tickets are still available for the
1:30 p.m. game at Hanger Field
and may be obtained by contacting the athletic ticket office at
Alumni Coliseum.

NE Louisiana
Southern Univ.
James Madison
I-ouTsiana Tech

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
205* Geri Lane
UchmoadLKy. 40476
62341643 (or, 623-4267
10 armounoa wast we

both the PERMALHtS and
the HYDNOCUtlVE Contact
poaaabte far you to wear tr>

contihuouaty up to two

K you am

TAYLOR'S
~REG"LAR""SWEAT"
CLOTHING
HOODED
PLIX-OVER
PUX-OYER CREfc NECK
PANTS

$12.50
.$8.50
$8.50

SEW 0i MEEK 1CTEMM AW MLMU

Joy Hagan

PHttlo by rltt I

PRO CANVAS CONVERSE
HIGH OR LOW (Special Price) S18.95

Ladies all wool suit-grey flannel by
Cricketeer
Ladies 100% polyester blouse-grey &
navy stripe by Sero
Ladies tie by Kenneth Gordon-100% silk

TROPHIES. PLAQUES.
AND ENGRAVING

Teresa Nicely

KAJEE

GOLF SHIRTS

REG. S12.50/NOW $8.95
COLORS:
NAVY.WHITE.ROYAL. RED
623-9517 C-UewP-kftapp-ajQ.

Ladies all wool blazer-red by David
Brooks
Ladies camel slacks, all wool by J. G.
Hook
Ladies argyle sweater 100% Shetland
wool
Ladies blouse by Sero (polyester & cotton)
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Raiders to invade Hanger Field

_IBV*BI_.

Alex Dominguez

Coach Roy Kidd's No. 1 ranked football Colonels host the
Middle Timiim State Blue
Raiders Saturday in EKU't 1:30
p.m. Homecoming contest.
Having compiled a 4-0 overall
record and a 3-0. mark in the
Ohio Valley Conference, Eastern
has been ranked best in the
NCAA's Division I-A A for two
weeks now. MTSU, who lost its
first OVC conteetthis paat
weekend (a 19-16 ■ verdict to
Akron), saw its record dip to 4-1
overall and 1-1 in the conference.
Kidd's squad has played only
one game through the season's
first five weeks. Therefore, he
said he and his team are lokldng
forward to returning to Hnager
Field, where the Colonels have
won their last 26 games.
"It's great to be home," Kidd
said. "To be 4-0 after playing
three of our four games on the

road, we have to be pleased. Vet,
there is still some room for improvement in the way we've
been playing."
Kidd is smart enough to know
that Boots Donnelly's Blue
Raiders will not exactly serve as
your normal, average Homecoming fodder, either.
"Middle Tennessee is the best
team we've played to date. They
have an outstanding defense
that is really aggressive.
Anytime you can hold your opponents to just 29 points in five
games, you've got an awfully
good defense," said Kidd.
Thus far. Eastern has been
paced by the leadership of senior
quarterback Tuck Woolum, who
leads the conference in passing.
Woolum has hit 39 of 74 paasea
for 543 yards and five
touchdowns and has added 64
yards rushing for one TD.

Woolum's favorite targets all
season have been junior tight
end Tron Armstrong and senior
split end Steve Bird Armstrong
has caught 17 passes for 212
yards and three touchdowns.
while Bird has 13 catches for 226
yards and two TDa.
Rushing stats show junior
tailback Ed Hairston with 318
yards and two scores, followed
by junior tailback Terence
Thompson (216 yards and one
TD). Senior fullback Nicky
Yeast is third on the list with
106 yards for a single
touchdown.
Standouts in last week's game
at Austin Peay who lad the way
for the Colonel runners 'T<<M^
senior guard Chris Taylor and
junior center Chris Sullivan
Defensively, linebackers Alex
Dominguez and Pete Jackson,
and safety Frank Hardin lead

the team in tackles and aaaists.
Dominguei has recorded 25
tackles and 34 assists; Jackson
has 23 tackles. 13 assists, and
Hardin has 10 assists and 22
tackles.
Hardin enjoyed an outstanding game against APSU with
10 tackles, two assists, two
deflected passes, one tackle for
a loss and caused one fumble.
In that game, several Colonels
suffered injuries and their status
for the Homeconung game is
questionable.
•The Colonels injured in the
game include defensive tackle
Randy Taylor, tight end Tron
Armstrong, defensive end Allen
Young, linebacker David Hill,
defensive end Jay Henderson,
linebacker Terry Simmons, plus
Sullivan and Thompson.

Support the
Colonels

sub center

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF HAIR DESIGN
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OUTRAGEOUS!
COLONEL sua
CHIP*, - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

Vt THE PRICE OF
REGULAR BEAUTY SHOPS
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OUTRAGEOUS!
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GROUP
RATES

OUTRAGEOUS!

ADMINISTRATION SUB
CHIPS LARGE ORINK
CHEESECAKE

THURSDAY NIGHT
DELIGHT SUB
CHIPS ■ LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE
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COLONEL SUB
CHIPS - LARGE ORINK
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SPRING
BREAK
CRUISE
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HUM
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WLFORD SUB
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

COMMONWEALTH
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CHEESECAKE
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THURSDAY NIGHT
DELIGHT SUB
CHIPS LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

ADMINISTRATION SUB
CHIPS - LARGE ORINK
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TELFORD SUB
CHIPS LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE
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BUDGET PRICED SELECTION - SAVE
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HAM MONSTER SUB
CHIPS LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE
VAlUf

IIIM .10

CHEF SALAD
MEDIUM DRINK
CHEESECAKE
■ral

MIXED MONSTER SUB
CHIPS LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

$4ee

TURKEY MONSTER
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

Spocitl for Two

2 TURKEY MINI SUBS
2 CHIPS

2 MIXED MINI SUM
2 CHIPS
2 SMALL DRINKS

PoopW

2 SMALL DRINKS
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CARDIN
TRAVEL
AGENCY
322 WATER ST
RICHMOND
623-4)24

HAM MONSTER SUB

CHIPS

LARGE DRINK

CHEESECAKE
VALVf

MIXED MONSTER SUB
CHIPS-LARGE DRINK. I
CHEESECAKE
VALUf

$4°°

CHEF SALAD
MEDIUM DRINK

CHEESECAKE
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VALUt
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TURKEY MONSTER
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE
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Spatial for Two

Pooploi

Spiral for Two
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2 TURKEY MINI SUBS
2 CHIPS
2 SMALL DRINKS

2 HAM MINI SUBS
2 CNN'S
2 SMALL DRINKS
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